
Gabriela92, Bee, scarlett , jill and Kelleen 
 

Gabriela92: pulls Bee to his feet and onto the dance floor to do a swing dance... 

Gabriela92: spinning and twirling, in and out... 

trisha_29: lol i just had this image of bee dancing like dick van dyke 

RocketManFL: wow trish  

trisha_29: shakes my head 

RocketManFL: LOL  

Bee: I hold your hands as the movements are swinging - moving up and down to the beat 

- as we twirl and move in and out  

Gabriela92: shuffling side to side... 

scarlett2angel: didnt he fall over a foot stool  

trisha_29: lol he did scarlett 

Gabriela92: never thought much of twerking, actually... even before Miley. 

Bee: feeling the boogey woogey moving us over the dance floor  

Gabriela92: rolls in and out along Bee's arms.... 

Gabriela92: waggles my hand as the song ends... 

Bee: Twirling you as the piano guides the movements  

Gabriela92: three steps forward, three back.... 

scarlett2angel: i have done that  

Gabriela92: using a modified cha-cha step.... 

RocketManFL: lol  

Gabriela92: spins... slides....twirls back in again.... 

Gabriela92: drops into the splits, then pops right back up. 

Bee: The movements cause my hips to gravitize towards you and away - as you are 

twirled, pulling you over my back into a pull over - turning and continuing to move with 

you in the swing  

Gabriela92: rocks my hips, shuffling in real close to Bee.... 

Gabriela92: rocks slowly back away, then in again.... 

Gabriela92: pogos in place, shaking my hair to the beat... 

Bee: twists to meet your pogos  

Gabriela92: grabs Bee's hand and spins into him again.... 

Gabriela92: out, and back in to his embrace as the song ends... 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhh what a tuneeeeeeeee 

Bee: I hold your waist and lift you up and spins you over my head looking into your eyes  

scarlett2angel: hops onto the bar ..rocks my head and wiggles my toes at Bee 

Bee: settling you down and twisting with you  

RocketManFL: thos arent her eyes bee  

Gabriela92: haha, Rocket 

Gabriela92: swings hips one way, shoulders the other, arms back and forth, doing the 

twist along with Bee... 

RocketManFL: dont blame him mind you (I was enjoying the view also)  

Gabriela92: shuffling in and out.... 



Bee: I raise your right hand and twist you in to my chest, and spinning you out - watching 

your skirt flair out  

D r a z: smiles watching  gabrri and bee ..........rock and roll  

Bee: pointing to you - giving you all the praise for being an excellent dancer gabi.  

Gabriela92: hopping from one foot to the other, two beats at a time.... 

scarlett2angel: whispers to rocket he still doesnt know where gabi's eyes are  

Gabriela92: then jumping on two feet as I slowly turn around 360 degrees..... 

scarlett2angel: winks and hops off the bar  

Bee: Grinding at the sounds of Elvis, and now little richard  

scarlett2angel: takes your hand lets show them how to dance 

RocketManFL: PL spanking lots of folks tonight  

Gabriela92: skips in a circle around Bee... 

scarlett2angel: spins around shakes my hips ands lets my hair fly around my shoulders as 

we move like crazy  

Bee: flicking up your skirt as you skip around the circle - showing off your fine thighs  

scarlett2angel: swats rockets butt and kicks my feet side to side  

Gabriela92: puts my hand over my mouth in mock horror at Bee's flip of my skirt!!!! 

Gabriela92: then wiggles my tushy at him as I flip it up on my back myself 

scarlett2angel: does the twist as my skirt flys up my thighs smiles and spins around in 

circles letting my hips move with the beat  

Bee: arching back and shaking my head in abandon - and as the silence falls I give you a 

warm hug. you are an incredible dancer  

tigerzjill: finds a place to sit and watch the dancing  

Gabriela92: enjoys the hug, then breaks into the next song... 

scarlett2angel: winks at Gabi dances around her bumps hips to make bee mess up and 

skips in circles so rocket cant keep up 

Gabriela92: waggles my shoulders every time Jerry Lee sings the word "Shake"... hee, 

hee. 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Gabi rocks my hips as i skip around shaking my hair as my skirt 

flips up my ass  

badfish1234: rockin the king 

Kelleen: smiles shaking my hair like i am all shook up 

scarlett2angel: sings im all shooked up as i dance around Gabi tring to stay out of the 

bee's way 

Bee: stands on the outskirts of the dance floor - as the song's beat and dynamics fill my 

head  

tigerzjill: ohh elvis :)  

D r a z:  well bless my soul whats wrong with me  ...... all shook up  

Gabriela92: bumps hips with Scarlett.... 

tigerzjill: im in love...im all shook up  

badfish1234: my toes are dancin,  

tigerzjill: kicks off my asics and starts dancing in my socks  

Kelleen: ahhh love you too jill 



bleedingheart26: rests my elbow on the bar.. eyes watching the graceful and sexy dancers.. 

smiles* 

scarlett2angel: smiles spins around an winks at gabi as my skirt and hair moves up and 

down my hips as i skip around the room 

tigerzjill: giggles and winks at kelleen  

Kelleen: dancing around watching jill 

tigerzjill: slides next to kelleen bumping hips with her in time to the beat  

scarlett2angel: kicks my feet rocks my hips and skip s in circles  

Gabriela92: holds my skirt hem and makes little circles with it on the outside of my 

thighs.... 

scarlett2angel: winks at gabi as our skirts fly up and down our hips as we bump hips an 

dances around bee  

Gabriela92: medium font, please, belmont 

Gabriela92: stands behind Scarlett and forms a 2-girl conga line... 

Bee: watching your erotic movements as you sashay, and twirl in the circles and grinds  

scarlett2angel: shakes my hair loose drops my hands down to my skirt tugs it up and 

dances around making it show off more of my thighs  

Gabriela92: hands on her hips, swinging to and fro... 

Kelleen: back running my finger through my hair shaking my hips 

scarlett2angel: woooo hooooooooooo lets do the conga 

Gabriela92: steps left and right to the rhythm... 

Bee: My hands flowing to gabi's hips as she is lead by scarlett in the congo line  

scarlett2angel: rocks side to side as we start to skip  

D r a z: smiles watching kelleen .........mm sexy moves 

Kelleen: smiles bumping hips with jill 

Gabriela92: moving slowly around the dance floor... 

Kelleen: lol thankies but gabbi is the sexy one  

scarlett2angel: bumps my hips left and right using the beat to move around the room  

Gabriela92: get out here, Jill, Kelleen, Sara, Heart, and Trisha!!! 

scarlett2angel: grabs Keelleens hips come congaaaaaaa with us  

Kelleen: smiles joining the congaaaaaa line  

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips looks back over my shoulder as the line gets longer as we 

move around the dance floor 

tigerzjill: runs behind kelleen grabbing her hips from behind  

scarlett2angel: dont sting me Beeeeeeeeee 

Bee: following the movements left adn then right - as the conga line moves in a sensual 

serpentine line  

Gabriela92: steers the line around Bee, surrounding him with all the girls.... 

RocketManFL: gets behind jill woo hoo  

Kelleen: lol one two three kick 

Gabriela92: it's OK, Rocket... join on in!!! 

Kelleen: hmmm smile at jill wiggles my booty for her  

bleedingheart26: yayyy... downs my juice. .. takes off my specs and blazer. as i join the happy 

dancing.. looks around to hold on to..  



RocketManFL: joins in agian  

scarlett2angel: winks as we move around bee letting his eyes lok at out hips as they 

sway with the beat 

RocketManFL: just not mine bee, pleaaaase  

Gabriela92: place a hand right where Bee's stinger would be... not finding it, despite my 

best efforts.... 

tigerzjill: sway my bottom for rocket with his strong hands on my hips  

scarlett2angel: winks at draz rocks my hips and swats bees butt as we dance with him in 

the middle of circle of girls 

Kelleen: smiles shaking my hair  

D r a z: winks at scarlett as she rocks out the beat  

RocketManFL: hnags on tight, watching saying bottom, oh myyyyyyyyy  

Bee: I hold my cheeks and stare in awe - my mouth complete open feeling my knees 

shake and tremble at the sight  

scarlett2angel: jumps back bumps hips with Gabi and Kelleen as i move to the bar  

Gabriela92: step-kicks my way around in a circle..... 

Bee: Feels gabi's hand on my ass and rocks back into - laughing  

scarlett2angel: hops onto the bar snapping my fingers  

tigerzjill: grins and bends lower making sure Rocket gets just a lil peek of my pink 

panties under my skirt  

tigerzjill: my hands moving up and down kelleen's sides and hips  

scarlett2angel: smiles at Kelleen ......rocks my hips and lets elvis make my fingers snap 

more 

RocketManFL: grins at pink reveal, ejoyes sight, readjusts hands  

Kelleen: smiles up as we conga around wiggles my hips in jills hands 

xx-bobo-xx: loads of energy on show tonite 

Bee: my eyes focusing on scarlett, as I walk off the dance floor. Leans into her ear, can I 

get you a drink?  

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh the killerrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr 

Gabriela92: shakes my head once each measure of the song..... 

Kelleen: watching gabbi as i keep shaking my hips for jill 

tigerzjill: loosens my ponytail and lets my hair fly around  

RocketManFL: tugs on jill's hair  

scarlett2angel: jumps up onto my feet pushs bee back with my right foot and rocks to 

this using the bar as my feet kick up and back while i roll m y hips  

Kelleen: smiles back at jill seeing her hair  

badfish1234: come on baby yer driving me crazy 

scarlett2angel: spins around shaking my hair loose and grabs the sides of my skit.smiles 

into the miror and rocks to this  

tigerzjill: pinches kelleen's sexy butt an dgiggles  

Kelleen: bitting my lip, hey you back there  

Bee: My eyes stare as you show off so much thigh, and dance. I throw my hands up over 

my head and reaching out to your elbows and turning you around and rocks with you  



scarlett2angel: drops to my knees infront of Bee smiles and slips my hands over each 

shoulder as the next song makes me rock side to side  

Gabriela92: sneaks off to the bar, leaving the dance floor to the others for a bit... could I 

get a Corona Light, please, Draz? 

Bee: My eyes staring down at you scarlett as you rock, I lean back and rock in your 

movements  

D r a z: reached in the cooler and slides out a cold corona  to gabri ,.,.,.,.,.,.and plate of 

lime wedges  

scarlett2angel: shimmys my shoulders looking into your eyes as my hips sway left and 

right making my knees slide aprart on the wooden bar  

tigerzjill: smiles dancing and swaying around my hands holding my skirt hem flashing 

some leg  

scarlett2angel: bounces on my knees..winks go wash my dishes Bee lol 

RocketManFL: niiiice leg jill  

Gabriela92: ty, Draz... kisses him on the cheek and raises the bottle to my lips. 

tigerzjill: grins TY rocket  

Bee: Laughing - and I shake my head as I shake, rattle and roll.  

Kelleen: hmm watching jill reaching for her thigh 

D r a z: smiles as i feel the sweet kiss and watch those lips on the bottle  

tigerzjill: blushes as kelleen touches my soft skin  

Kelleen: smiles whew needs a break 

Gabriela92: momentarily lets my mouth slide down over the neck of the bottle, winking 

at Draz. 

D r a z: whew nice dancing kelleen  

Kelleen: smiles thankies 

D r a z:  smiles mesmerised by the lips over the neck of the bottle  

Gabriela92: releases the hard glass, letting my tongue slide up the cold surface, then 

running around the opening. 

D r a z: stands and applauds ........nicedancing girls ...........woo hoo 

tigerzjill: woohoo that was fun  
 

Gabriela , jill and scarlett 
 

Gabriela92: hops up and shuffles to the dance floor, doing a fast soft-shoe to the song... 

 Gabriela92: crossover steps left and right.. half spins at the end.... 

tygo222000: here we go... gabbi dancing  

D r a z:   watches gabri as she shuffles over to the dancefloor  

Gabriela92: forward step... big lean....head snap... 

RocketManFL: trish poofed, will pull max out again 

Gabriela92: slide step right... right... left.. left... back.... 

Gabriela92: quarter turn... back slide.... 

tygo222000: gonna have to crack a beer for this  

Maxillary_Nerve: *settles in again, watching*  



Gabriela92: one hand on head... one hand on right hip.... 

Gabriela92: rolls and snaps the left hip to the beat... 

D r a z: winks at gabri  as she moves to the beat 

Gabriela92: bounces left knee, slightly bent... 

D r a z: grabs my bagpipes and sways  to the beat as i pump it up 

Gabriela92: extends my right arm directly overhead and swings my hand in a small 

circle.... 

Gabriela92: howdy, Jake and Lisa. 

D r a z:  here we go .watching gabri  move to the ac dc beat and the pipes  

Gabriela92: big arm swing in a vertical circle around my shoulder... 

Gabriela92: tiny step shuffle diagonally across the dance floor toward the stage.... 

jakenixon22: whoa. got some dancing going on in here 

scarlett2angel: i was gonna sit on Max's lap to keep him in the room but dont want him  

Gabriela92: grabs Scarlett's and Jill's hands on the way, pulling them up the stairs... 

jakenixon22: Gabriela can come dance on my lap when she gets off stage 

Gabriela92: forms a three-girl air-guitar line along the stage.... 

Gabriela92: leaning shoulders forward, then leaning back and shaking our shoulders.... 

scarlett2angel: strums my guitar and bounces around on the stage 

tygo222000: hahaha  

scarlett2angel: bumps hips with Gabi and jill as i skip around the stage 

Gabriela92: duck-scoots down the length of the stage, pretending to play guitar like 

Chuck Berry... 

trisha_29: slides over and behind max...snaking my fingers down in his pocket to get a 

marshmallow 

D r a z: grins watching gabri    as she rocks it out  

scarlett2angel: lol at all the squished marshmellows mAX HAS LEFT 

Maxillary_Nerve: i need more marshmallows  

Gabriela92: bumps my hips out left and right... 

trisha_29: pushes a squished marshmellow beteen my open lips 

Gabriela92: spins three times and drops into the splits, then pops right back up... 

trisha_29: holds up a whole bag of marshmallows 

D r a z: smiles watching the rocking rolling  gabriela  

jakenixon22: those hips... 

Gabriela92: snaps my head, flipping my hair... 

scarlett2angel: skips and plays the air gutair around on the stage as my head rocks 

sending my hair everywhere 

tigerzjill: tossing my hair around to the wild sounds of acdc  

tigerzjill: stomping my foot to the beat  

Gabriela92: drapes my arms over Scarlett's shoulder on one side, Jill's on the other, 

bumping hips with them left and right.... 

D r a z: looks up at the stage as  the 3 girls dance to the rock beat  

Gabriela92: grinds our pelvises in synchronization... 

tigerzjill: Gabriela caught me trying on my outfit for tomorrow night....  

scarlett2angel: smiles and bumps hips letting marshmellows fly around the room  



garrett523: lol... the ladies here are amazing... 

tigerzjill: my boots, jean skirt, tight plaid shirt unbuttoned and tied under my black lacey 

bra  

tigerzjill: grinding looking out across the bar  

trisha_29: grins...opens my mouth wide...slowly sinking my teeth down into the fluffy 

treat 

RocketManFL: niiiiic ejill 

Gabriela92: hooks my thumbs in the belt loops of my Daisy Duke cutoffs, swiveling my 

hips... 

RocketManFL: drools @ jill 

trisha_29: laughs...bites at the marshmallow and tugging half of it from my mouth 

tigerzjill: runs my hands along my legs letting my skirt lift a bit as we swivel and sway  

Gabriela92: untucks my fuschia ribbed tank top... 

tygo222000: takes a big swig of beer not taking eyes off stage  

RocketManFL: nice woo hoo jill 

Gabriela92: pulls it up my torso, exposing my abs and lower back.... 

D r a z: watchs  jills skirt lift........uh uh hell raisiing ok  

tigerzjill: slips behind Gabriela my hands on her hips  

Gabriela92: backs into Jill's hands, swiveling my buns... 

D r a z: smiles at the firm abs under gabris tank top 

jakenixon22: moves up to get a front row seat to stage 

tigerzjill: grinds against Gabriela's sexy butt in those cutoffs  

Maxillary_Nerve: *tugs trisha down on his lap and points to the three sexy dancers and 

whispers in her ear*  

tigerzjill: runs my hands up and down the sides of her tanktop  

Gabriela92: tucks the bottom of my tank top under the cups and back-strap of my bra, 

leaving my torso exposed. 

Gabriela92: lays one hand flat on my trim tummy.... slips the other into the back pocket 

of my cutoffs.... 

Gabriela92: swivels my hips slowly clockwise several times... 

Gabriela92: then reverses the circle.... 

tigerzjill: reties my tight plaid shirt while behind Gabriela...leaving it just below my bra 

revealing my tummy  

Gabriela92: glances back over my shoulder at Jill, nodding and smiling 

tigerzjill: sswings out dancing again  

D r a z: smiles watching   the  fine tummies as the grils dance into each other  

Gabriela92: raises both hands to the left of my face, snapping my fingers twice to the 

beat... 

tigerzjill: runs my hands along my hips and tummy swaying back and forth my eyes 

closed  

Gabriela92: then snaps twice to the right of my face.... 

trisha_29: leans back against his chest..stretching my long legs out in front of 

us...nibbling in a yummy marshmallow 

tigerzjill: tossing my hair over my head and back  



Gabriela92: alternating sides for several cycles.... 

Maxillary_Nerve: focused on the dancers, grinning  

Gabriela92: drags my fingertips down my face... neck...  

Gabriela92: over my collarbones... tracing the scoop neck of my tank top.... 

tigerzjill: strutting across the dance floor exaggerating my steps in my cowboy boots  

scarlett2angel: swings in my recliner eating my chocolate marshmallows while the room 

enjoys the dancers 

Gabriela92: runs my hands flat over the curves of my boobs... cups and slightly lifts them, 

forcing a little tighter cleavage... 

tygo222000: smiles not taking my eyes off stage  

garrett523: *looks back up to the stage watching the lovelies* 

tigerzjill: struts back towards Gabriela  

scarlett2angel: toss one into the air bounces it on the tip of my tongue and lets it slip into 

my mouth 

Lisa_Lisa_19_70: talented group here 

Gabriela92: drops down to my knees in front of Tygo's seat... do you like marshmallows? 

tygo222000: nods head  

tigerzjill: dances around the stage stopping in front of jake  

tigerzjill: motioning my fingers for him to come closer  

Gabriela92: scoots over in front of Garrett... 

garrett523: *smiles* hello ms Gabriela 

Gabriela92: dances on my knees on the edge of the stage... 

Gabriela92: hi, there.... 

Gabriela92: grinds my pelvis right in front of Garrett's seat... 

Maxillary_Nerve: lucky man garrett  

garrett523: you can get closer  lol 

Gabriela92: leans forward and puts a hand on each of Garrett's shoulders... 

garrett523: *looks up into her eyes with a smile* 

Gabriela92: letting my boobs hang into my bra and tank top, a good view down the front 

from Garrett's chair.... 

garrett523: *smiles to her...* always beautiful 

Gabriela92: reaches one hand around behind Garrett's head... 

Maxillary_Nerve: *points to make sure trisha is watching closely*  

garrett523: *rubs his cheek on her arm as she does* 

Gabriela92: tilts his head downward, and rubs the top of my breasts around on his 

forehead... 

trisha_29: snaps my teeth at max's finger....im watching...lol 

garrett523: *gives her skin soft kisses as she is so close to my face* 

Maxillary_Nerve: oh im watching  

scarlett2angel: you are? 

tigerzjill: winks at rocket  

Gabriela92: releases Garrett's head and kneels upright again.... swaying my body side to 

side, arms stretched overhead... 



Gabriela92: my spine slithering like a snake.. 

garrett523: *bites his lips as he sees her hips moving* 

D r a z: smiles watching gabri and jill    

garrett523: I love a woman who knows how to move 

tigerzjill: moves in front of rocket smiling  

tigerzjill: rolling my hips staring in his eyes  

tigerzjill: motions for him to come closer  

Gabriela92: hops to my feet and slowly walks over in front of Jake's seat.... 

D r a z: grns watching those hips rotate  

RocketManFL: moves closer 

trisha_29: grins and pops another marshmallow into my mouth 

garrett523: *smiles as she walks away* thank you Gabriela... amazing as always 

tigerzjill: i sit on the bar kicking my legs out  

Maxillary_Nerve: presses trish down as and makes her wiggle  

tigerzjill: i slide one leg onto rockets shoulder  

Gabriela92: glances back at Garrett and winks as I swing my hips dramatically with each 

step.... 

RocketManFL: sits in bar stool directly in front of jill 

trisha_29: rotates my hips slowly as im being pressed down 

tigerzjill: leaning back on my hands lifting myself off the bar top  

jakenixon22: slouches down and spread my legs a little for Gabriela's dance 

RocketManFL: galnces up, smiles devilishly into your eyes 

RocketManFL: gets a glimpse 

RocketManFL: mmm 

Maxillary_Nerve: grins  

tigerzjill: picks my leg up leaning over the bar tossing my auburn hair across your face  

Gabriela92: sits on the edge of the stage in front of Jake, my legs dangling and my toes 

tapping the front of his chair... 

Gabriela92: rocks my buns left and right to the song... 

RocketManFL: mmm the soft hair draggoing along skin shoots shivers down spine 

tigerzjill: then sitting back down motioning you between my legs  

jakenixon22: looks down at Gabriela's toes then follows those sexy legs all the way up to the waist 

Gabriela92: whatcha drinking there, Jake? 

RocketManFL: leans in 

tigerzjill: slides one leg over his head so I am straddling him smilng  

Gabriela92: reaches for the bottle.... 

jakenixon22: holds bottle out for Gabriela 

tigerzjill: lifts my legs onto rockets shoulders  

Gabriela92: takes it in my hand, lifting it to my lips... 

RocketManFL: wow nice 

jakenixon22: leans forward watching 

tigerzjill: laying back on the bar running my hands along my chest and tummy  

Gabriela92: wiggles my tongue down into the hole in the bottle's neck several times, 

then winks at Jake.... 



RocketManFL: such lovely shest n tummy 

tigerzjill: then leaning up slowly  

jakenixon22: bites my lip 

RocketManFL: nice 

Gabriela92: runs my tongue around the outside of the bottle's lip, very slowly... 

jakenixon22: leans closer 

tigerzjill: grinning big at rocket running my hands in his hair pulling his head to my short 

jean skirt  

RocketManFL: leans closer 

jakenixon22: bites lip harder 

RocketManFL: takes peak down shirt 

tigerzjill: places his hands on my smooth toned legs  

tigerzjill: writhing to the music  

trisha_29: wiggles back into the empty seat 

jakenixon22: curls my finger asking Gabriela to come closer 

D r a z:  smiles watching the girls move to the seductive music  

RocketManFL: gentlly taps beat on legs 

tigerzjill: mmmmmmmm  

garrett523: the ladies here are the best 

Gabriela92: wraps my lips around the bottle opening, looks deeply into Jake's eyes, and 

bobs my mouth up and down on the bottle neck, all the way to the wide barrel.... 

jakenixon22: adjust my pants 

Sasha_J79: whew! 

tigerzjill: winks at rocket and leans back giving him a peek under my skirt  

Gabriela92: moves my lips back to the rim, tilting the bottle up and taking a long sip.. 

RocketManFL: mmmm enjoys peak 

tigerzjill: lifts my legs in the air crossing them as i lean back  

RocketManFL: daum 

jakenixon22: adjusts pants again 

tigerzjill: jumps up on bar and smooths my skirt  

jakenixon22: eyes not leaving Gabriela's lips working my beer bottle 

tigerzjill: my cheeks all red and blushed  

RocketManFL: claps for jill 

D r a z: smiles at  jills blush  

tigerzjill: dances behind Gabriela  

Gabriela92: rolls onto my back and lets my head lean back over the edge of the stage, my 

hair cascading into Jake's lap.... 

Sasha_J79: bravo, Jill! 

Sasha_J79: oops, she's not done...lol 

tigerzjill: smiles looking at Gabriela laying on her back  

jakenixon22: reach down and spread your hair over my lap so I don't have to adjust my pants 

again 

Gabriela92: bends my knees and places my feet flat on the stage, lifting up my hips and 

buns off the stage... 



Gabriela92: braced on my feet and my shoulder blades... 

tigerzjill: dancing in a slow trance to the music  

Gabriela92: pulses my hips several times toward the ceiling, humping the air.... 

tigerzjill: my hands sliding across my body  

tigerzjill: teasing my hair  

tigerzjill: untying the knot on my plaid shirt letting it fall open  

jakenixon22: help hold the bottle to Gabriela's mouth 

Gabriela92: takes another sip... 

jakenixon22: looking back and forth from her hips to her lips 

D r a z: winks at jill as the shirt opens up   

jakenixon22: drizzles a little down her chest 

tigerzjill: smiles at Draz  

Gabriela92: moves the bottle downward, pouring the rest of the beer into my navel and 

letting it run up my chest, soaking my tank top and bra, and rolling between my boobs, 

up my sternum, and splitting into two streams on either side of my neck... 

D r a z: smiles back as i watch jill move to the beat 

jakenixon22: looks down to make sure Gabriela's hair is still covering my lap 

jakenixon22: then stops one stream from dropping off her shoulder and follow it up to her chest 

with my finger 

Gabriela92: beer running off my shoulders and dripping onto the front of Jake's thighs, 

soaking his pants... 

jakenixon22: don't even notice my pants are wet 

tygo222000: wow! what a show  

Gabriela92: sets the bottle down and reaches back, pulling Jake's head down to mine, 

giving him a long, lingering, promising kiss with our faces upside down to one another.... 

tygo222000: pretending not to be jealous  

Phedre: *flops into my longer and stretches languidly watching the show? 

jakenixon22: kisses Gabriela back tasting her sweet lips with and aftertaste of my beer 

Gabriela92: takes Jake's hands and places them on either side of my rib cage, pinching 

his fingers around the bottom edge of my soaked tank top... 

jakenixon22: runs my tongue down Gabriela's lower lip to her chin and down her neck cleaning the 

beer off her soft skin 

Gabriela92: raises my hands outstretched and starts to slither away from Jake's chair, his 

grip peeling my tank top up my chest, over my shoulders and head, and up my arms... 

tigerzjill: quietly slips off the bar and buttons my top  

jakenixon22: clinging and watching your soaked shirt slide off your wet body 

D r a z:  nicedancing jill  hugssssssss 

tigerzjill: blushes sooo sorry but I have to work tomorrow  

Gabriela92: rolls onto my tummy and pushes myself to a kneeling position, then stands, 

in cutoffs and wet bra.. 

jakenixon22: holds Gabbi's drenched shirt up and dangles it back and forth smiling 

garrett523: nice prize there jake 

Gabriela92: sways left and right, snapping my head in the opposite direction at the end of 

each swing.... 



Gabriela92: climbs down the stage steps and dances my way over to the Marshmallow 

Queen's seat... 

Gabriela92: seeing she's busy, I pilfer a few marshmallows from her bag, tucking them 

partway under the top lips of my bra cups... 

garrett523: lol gabriela 

tygo222000: i could use another marshmallow  

bleedingheart26Gabriela92: sashays back over to the bar, dancing in front of Draz... 

D r a z: winks at gabri 

Gabriela92: you like marshmallows, Draz? 

D r a z: watching those seductive hips  ....uh uh  I do  

Gabriela92: takes a deep breath and pulls my shoulders back, thrusting my chest toward 

Draz, several marshmallows tucked under the edge of the bra cups, just a little bit 

showing... 

Gabriela92: would you... ummm...... 

Gabriela92: like a taste, Draz? 

garrett523: lol 

D r a z: smiles looking in gabris eyes as i lower my head slowly  to the top of her breasts  

and grabs one marshmallow in my teeth and pulls it out 

Gabriela92: closes my eyes and draws in another quick breath... 

D r a z:   smiles holding gabris shoulders as I lick along the swell of her breast   to the 

next one 

Gabriela92: shivers.... 

scarlett2angel: looks like everyone wants Gabi's marshmellows  

D r a z: looking up at her eyes  as i suck the marshmallow in my lips ,,,and toy with it with 

my lips and tongue 

Gabriela92: oh, myyyyyyyyy.... 

D r a z: smiles .........as the gooey mess forms  a layer on my lips  

Gabriela92: that's funny... usually the gooey mess ends up on MY lips!!! 

D r a z: leansup to gabris lips ,,,my lips pressing into hers  ..covering them with a gooey 

sticky mess  

Gabriela92: I stole some marshmallows while you were away, Trisha.. but Draz is making 

quick work of them. 

D r a z: smiles at gabri  there you go ,, slips some of  the hot marshmallow into gabris 

mouth on my tongue   

D r a z: looks in gabris eyes ....  asmy tongueslidsin and out her mouth ..my hand at  

theback of herhead   aswe  kiss  

Gabriela92: probes Draz's mouth, pulling some soft, wet, sweet marshmallow into mine... 

Gabriela92: gives Draz a kiss and dances off to Myls' table... 

tygo222000: wow gabriela is in a zone tonight  

D r a z: smiles watching gabri dance away  

Gabriela92: approaches Myls, smiling, in my beer-soaked bra and my tight little denim 

cutoffs.... 

mylstoknowhere: grinssssss 

Gabriela92: pulls an extra chair right up to the front of Myls' chair, forcing him to move 



his legs apart.... 

jakenixon22: God damn that's a great outfit you've found yourself in Gabriela 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssss bigger staring at the sweet Gabi 

Gabriela92: climbs up and dances on the empty chair, my smooth, toned, supple thighs 

right at Myls' eye level... 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmm & my eyes are staring at the Y of the thighs .....licking my 

lips 

Gabriela92: reaches for the top of Myls' head... 

garrett523: lucky man 

Gabriela92: pulls it forward and clamps it firmly between my legs, just above the knees, 

so he's looking down at my feet... 

mylstoknowhere: lets you move my head and looking at ur piggies 

Gabriela92: unable to see anything happening above my knees.... 

garrett523: later sasha *hugs* 

Gabriela92: unsnaps the button on the front of my shorts, motioning to the rest of the 

room with a finger raised to my lips not to tell Myls... 

mylstoknowhere: sees the piggies tapping to the beat 

Gabriela92: sways my knees slightly left and right, keeping Myls' head clamped firmly... 

Gabriela92: lowers my zipper... 

Gabriela92: folds open the fly of the cutoffs, and folds down the waistband.... 

mylstoknowhere: feels the soft skin of ur inner thighs clamped on my ears  

Gabriela92: pushes down the back of the shorts 

kelli-: whoa!! eyes get big 

Gabriela92: slowly exposing the smooth globes of my buns, tanned and covered with 

light peachfuzz.... 

jakenixon22: puts Gabriela's wet shirt over my lap 

Gabriela92: a powder-blue thong barely forming a triangle at the top of my butt crack... 

kelli-: sits watching intently 

mylstoknowhere: sways my shoulders matching Gab's swaying legs  

Gabriela92: pushes down the shorts until they drop onto the top of Myls' head.... 

tygo222000: oh my god  

Gabriela92: then releases his head so he can look again.... 

mylstoknowhere: grins as i feel something hit my head 

tygo222000: mouth dropped wide open  

Gabriela92: puts Myls' hands on the shorts, letting him lower them the rest of the way 

down my legs so I can step out of them.... 

mylstoknowhere: eyes look up her legs very slowly catching her sweet skin in my eyes as 

i gasp 

mylstoknowhere: lowers ur shorts and grins looking up into ur eyes 

Phedre: yeah yeah most would.. *laughs softly*  

Gabriela92: lifts each foot in turn from the leg openings of the cutoffs.... 

Gabriela92: dances with small side-steps in front of Myls, occasionally bending my knees 

a little and slithering up and down... 

mylstoknowhere: takes her shorts and tucks them behind my back for now 



Gabriela92: takes Myls' hands again... 

Gabriela92: holds him by the wrists... 

Gabriela92: rests his palms on the outside of my knees... 

mylstoknowhere: stares at ur hips and then lowers eyes to ur thighs ..... lickin my lips but 

somehow no moisture seems to be getting to my lips 

kelli-: I bet Gab could help your moisture shortage 

Gabriela92: lifts and lowers his arms, letting his hands and fingertips slide up and down 

the outside of my legs from my knees all the way up to the waistband of my thong... 

Gabriela92: feeling the tingle as each little hair follicle on my soft thighs responds to the 

passage of his fingers.... 

mylstoknowhere: draggin my nails on ur soft skin and lets finger tips feel some skin  

Gabriela92: moves my feet to the outside edges of the chair seat so my legs are a little 

further apart... 

mylstoknowhere: slips a finger insiside the waist band of ur thong and looks up answinks 

at you 

Gabriela92: giggles at the daring tug on the waistband.... 

mylstoknowhere: oooooooooh myyyyyyyy i grin asi see ur legs spread 

garrett523: so close to paradise 

tygo222000: holy hell don't stop  

mylstoknowhere: releases the waist band ans slides fingers down the shapely curved 

buns to the crease at thigh meeting bun and drags a nail sideways 

Gabriela92: crosses Myls' arms and moves the fingers  to the insides of my thighs...sliding 

them up and down again... 

mylstoknowhere: ooooh myyyyyy letting the lovely dancer move my hands to where she 

wants them 

jakenixon22: tug that thong further down 

Gabriela92: gently begins to rock my pelvis as Myls' fingertips slide smoothly up and 

down... 

Phedre: *laughs softly* yall are dreamin...  

mylstoknowhere: as they slide up and down giving soft little pinches  

Gabriela92: at the top of some of the strokes, I intentionally let the sides of his thumb 

press lightly into the soft, smooth fabric of my panty crotch... 

mylstoknowhere: lets thumb give a soft rub when it reaches the thin material 

Gabriela92: hello, Al, Red, Natalie, Deanna. 

jakenixon22: yeah feel free to focus on the hands removing your thong 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmmmmmhhhhmmmmmmmm Gabi 

Gabriela92: on some of the strokes, imperceptibly holds Myls' hands at the top for a 

fleeting moment... 

Gabriela92: then holds them there for a longer moment, and gently grinds my hips in a 

small, provocative circle, pressing the tops of his hands into the panties... 

garrett523: very lucky 

Gabriela92: lowers myself to my knees on the chair, holding Myls' hands in place.... 

mylstoknowhere: while there thumb digs in a little deeper with its rubs..... grrrrrrrrowwls 

softly at the provocative grinds 



Gabriela92: leans forward and softly kisses Myls on the cheek... 

Gabriela92: then the chin... 

mylstoknowhere: looks into ur eyes as u kiss 

Gabriela92: finally with a soft, tender grazing of my lips across his... batting my 

eyelashes.... 

mylstoknowhere: lets my lips drag on ur cheeks 

mylstoknowhere: my smiling eyes saying thank you 

Gabriela92: turns my head and leans forward, whispering a throaty "thank you" in Myls' 

ear.... 

mylstoknowhere: my lips grip ur ear and whispers nooooooo thank you sweety 

Gabriela92: steps sideways off the chair and walks slowly toward the dressing room to 

shower and change into a new outfit.. 

redtail777: clapps for Gabby 

mylstoknowhere: gathers myself stands and hooots WOOOOOOHOOOOOO as the dancer 

walks away appauld loudly 

garrett523: very nice gabriela *claps* 

Phedre: *stands up clapping with my arms over my head and wol whistles.. * awesome 

Gabriela simply awesome.  

Gabriela92: ty, everyone... you're all very sweet to be so attentive. 

D r a z: smiles at Gabri ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.such a great entertainer  

garrett523: you were amazing my dear 

tygo222000: BRAVOOOOO  

mylstoknowhere: attentive is one word but ummmm you had my attention wink 

 

Gabriela92 and tigerzjill and dirtyrpgirl 
 

Gabriela92: pulls Lostdad to his feet and goes into a slow swing dance... 

lostdad50: omg here we go lol 

Gabriela92: extends my arm and turns under it... 

tigerzjill: wraps my arms around her neck pulling her close  

Gabriela92: rolls back in.... 

dirtyrpgirl: spins sowly with jill in my arms..................letting my hips softly rub to 

hers.................smiling as she sings to me 

Gabriela92: swings left... 

Gabriela92: backstep... 

Gabriela92: two crossovers.... 

tigerzjill: sings soflty in dirty's ear....I bought a novel, some perfume A fortune all for you 

But it's not my conscience That hates to be untrue I asked of my reflection Tell me what 

is there to do  

lostdad50: hope my old hip dont give out lol 

Gabriela92: giggles at Lost.... 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm squirms as i hear jill's words and warm 

breath to my ear.............. 



Gabriela92: places his free hand on my left hip... 

tigerzjill: smiles big looking in dirty's pretty eyes  

dirtyrpgirl: tempted by the fruit of anotherrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr...tempted but the 

truth is discovered.................. 

tigerzjill: presses my cheek against dirty's as we sway  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmm kisses jill's cheek.................... 

tigerzjill: blushes...wow....whispers thank you dirty  

lostdad50: one hand on Gabs hip and the other holding my heart lo 

tygo222000: damn I need to crack another beer if Gabbi is dancing tonight 

nozzle3499: hi trish.. hugs 

tigerzjill: winks at Draz for playing our song  

Gabriela92: breaks the dance grasp and turns left twice to the new funky beat.... 

Gabriela92: skip-steps twice right, twice left. 

Gabriela92: does a quick knee-bend and pops back up, clapping in rhythm.... 

badfish1234: got mah extreme funcidelic on, umm, here 

Gabriela92: swings hips left and right... 

tigerzjill: spinning around with dirty getting funky with her  

Gabriela92: places hands on hips, fingers down... 

Gabriela92: gyrates them slowly clockwise.... 

Gabriela92: then reverses the circle.... 

dirtyrpgirl: rocking my head left to right, my hands on jill's hips as i hip bump here back 

and forth, swing my hips to alternate the bumps 

lostdad50: ice water please lots of ice   

badfish1234: ice down dose funky hips 

tygo222000: give Gabbi a couple cubes for her dance 

lostdad50: its not the hips i need to ice down lol 

Gabriela92: slides my hands slowly up the sides of the   shimmery emerald green crepe 

minidress, from hem to ribs and back.... 

Bee: good night lia, waves and smiles. 

D r a z: slides out  ice buckets on the bar 

tigerzjill: woo its getting warm in here....slides off my tee and reveals my black with 

orange sports bra  

badfish1234: slid down the ice chute, landed in the bucket 

tigerzjill: tosses my tee to Draz  

tigerzjill: as i slide next to dirty again  

D r a z: catches the tee and feels its warmth against my cheek  

lostdad50: ok i may need bunker gear for this dance lol 

dirtyrpgirl: wooooooohooooooooooooooooo jill......................spins and with my backside 

at you i put my hands on my knee's and grind and rub my hiney back to your hips 

Gabriela92: grasps the hem and works it back and forth across the outside of my 

thighs.... 

tigerzjill: pressing against you as we grind and bump to the beat  

lostdad50: tanned glistening thighs 



dirtyrpgirl: looking back at jill over my left shoulder as the bernard allison tune rocks the 

room.................................... 

Gabriela92: puts my feet close together... bends slightly at the knees... thrusts my hips 

quickly forward to scoot my strappy black patent leather heels across the dance floor.... 

lostdad50: oh no not heels thats it more ice lol 

tigerzjill: moves behind dirty hands on her hips  

tigerzjill: swaying against her  

D r a z: smileswatching all the funking  going on   

Gabriela92: dances slowly over toward Tygo's chair... 

tigerzjill: my hips pressing my body against her in beat  

nozzle3499: quite the entertainment 

dirtyrpgirl: rocking my hips, letting my hiney grind and rub back to jill 

tygo222000: smiles at Gabbi and takes a big swig of my beer 

Gabriela92: lifts one foot up and places it on the chair seat, between his thighs... 

tygo222000: looks down at foot and follows leg all the way up still smiling 

D r a z: smiles as i watch tushes sway  to the beat   

trisha_29: hops up and sits on my spot on the bar watching the dancing 

Gabriela92: swivels my foot on the ball of my shoe, working the toe in closer and closer 

to Tygo's zipper... 

tygo222000: slides down a little further in my chair encouraging Gabbi to inch closer 

dirtyrpgirl: jumps up, spinning around and moves tight behind jill, pressing the front of 

my body to the back of hers as i sway and rub my hands to her tummy 

Gabriela92: tilts my shoe up on the 3" spike heel and rests the pointy open toe on top of 

his trousers... 

nozzle3499: nice to see a lively crowd 

tigerzjill: my bare tummy tightens as i feel dirty's hands on my skin starting to get lil 

goosebumps  

Gabriela92: gently taps out the beat on the fabric of Tygo's fly... 

Gabriela92: resting my hands on his muscular shoulders.... 

tigerzjill: wraps my arms behind me holding dirty close against me  

dirtyrpgirl: my face pressing to the left side of jill's neck, softly cuddling to her as we 

dance................kissing and nibbling on her neck 

Gabriela92: leans back and rests my bottom on the edge of Tygo's table... 

Gabriela92: rocks my hips a little left and right on the smooth, polished dark oak..... 

tigerzjill: closing my eyes and losing myself in the moment...runs my hands over my 

tummy and my sports bra  

tigerzjill: feeling dirty's warm breath and soft lips on my sensitive neck  

D r a z: smiles watching jill ............. seeing her  funk it 

nozzle3499: a beautiful couple 

Gabriela92: withdraws my shoe, putting both feet on the floor and sliding off the table 

edge to straddle Tygo's right leg... 

dirtyrpgirl: my hips snapping to jill's backside as the tune makes us move in a funky 

sensual rythum 

tygo222000: wraps my hand around Gabbi's waist resting on lower back just above ass 



Gabriela92: my dress hem slides up my thighs, gathering at the front and back between 

my legs as my panties rest on Tygo's trousers.... 

Gabriela92: rocks my pelvis to the beat, rubbing the crotch of my underwear on his 

pants.... 

tigerzjill: opens my eyes to see the room watching us dance  

nozzle3499: winks at Jill 

tygo222000: presses Gabbi's back pulling her even closer as she's grinding me 

D r a z: smiles and winks at jill.........you go girl  

D r a z: points to  the no hands sign  ......tygo  

Gabriela92: drapes my forearms on Tygo's neck and interlaces my fingers behind his 

head. 

tygo222000: puts hand behind head and smiles up as Gabbi as her hands lock in front of mine 

tigerzjill: runs to the bar to get some cold water while dirty has technical difficulties  

Gabriela92: take Katrina off, then just click "don't show me this PM" if it happens again. 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles .....loving watching how jill's taught hiney moves as she runs 

Gabriela92: leans forward a little, grazing the curves of my chest back and forth on the 

front of Tygo's shirt.... 

tigerzjill: drinks the cold water and lets some spill down my chin and runs down onto my 

chest and sports bra cooling me off  

Gabriela92: gives him a warm kiss on the cheek, letting my fingers slowly and lightly 

slide down the sides of his neck.... 

lostdad50: eyes still glazed over from the dancing 

Centuritime: shivers at tigerzjill 

dirtyrpgirl: slips onto the barstool next to jill and with my index finger, i softly wipe the 

water from her chest, then putting my finger to my lips i suck the water from it 

Gabriela92: slowly rises from a seated position to standing, and swings my leg up and 

over Tygo's leg... gyrating back to the dance floor... 

tigerzjill: blushes as i feel my nipples tensing form the sudden cold  

tygo222000: blows kiss at Gabbi and takes a huge swig of beer 

tigerzjill: making me tingle even more  

tygo222000: my god 

Gabriela92: bumps my hips left and right as I turn slowly, snapping my fingers with my 

arms outstretched overhead.... 

D r a z: smileswatching jill shuddering  

tygo222000: wipes the sweat off my forehead with napkin 

tigerzjill: rubs my fingers along dirty's cheek as she licks her finger  

tygo222000: wanting her to come back but also slight happy for a quick break from how hot and 

bothered she got me 

Gabriela92: walks toward Nozzle, two half-steps left, two half-steps right 

Gabriela92: turns my back as I approach, slithering into a half crouch and back upright 

again, several times.... 

tigerzjill: fanning myself  

D r a z: slides a  very cold water over  to jill ........*winks 

Gabriela92: slides left, slides right, repeating.... 



Gabriela92: pulls out a chair from the adjacent table to Nozzle's... 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles at jill as she downs the cold water 

nozzle3499: carefully watching 

Gabriela92: leans forward and rests my palms on the chair's seat, my torso going 

horizontal... 

tigerzjill: lets some more run down over my chin and down my chest soaking my black 

sports bra  

nozzle3499: eyes a cute lil bottom 

dirtyrpgirl: licking my lips watching the water dribble down 

D r a z: smiles seeing  the watertrickle  

Gabriela92: wiggles my tushy left, right, and around in a circle as I lean forward. 

nozzle3499: slightly.... hypnotic  

tigerzjill: not caring that my hard nipples are poking through the wet black lycra  

dirtyrpgirl: you know what jill?...me either !!!!...grins and admires how they poke through 

the fabric 

Gabriela92: moves the chair slightly closer to Nozzle's chair.... 

Gabriela92: leans down even further, resting my forehead on the back of the chair.... 

nozzle3499: now now... i dont want to break any house rules 

Gabriela92: just keep your hands to yourself, Nozzle! LOL 

nozzle3499: lol 

Gabriela92: reaches back as my backside sways... 

nozzle3499: admiring 

tigerzjill: grins and asks dirty to dance again with me...looking for a dark corner of the 

room...  

Gabriela92: pulls up the back of the dress, revealing the tops of my legs, then most of my 

buns, and finally the lime green thong that almost disappears between my cheeks.... 

Gabriela92: tightens one bun, then the other, to the strong beat. 

D r a z: smiles watching  as the   cute butt  comes ito  fulll  view 

dirtyrpgirl: grins to jill.......i will always dance with you......especially in a dark corner !!! 

nozzle3499: lovely... you shouldn't be so close 

D r a z: shes such a naughtty little  girl.....we like  it that way  

Gabriela92: leaves the dress flipped up and reaches for the chair.... 

Gabriela92: scoots it even closer to Nozzle.... 

nozzle3499: rather so draz 

tygo222000: oh my goodness Gabbi 

Gabriela92: my buns tantalizingly close to Nozzle's face now... 

Gabriela92: gyrates them in an oval... 

D r a z: smiles,,,,,,,,,,,singing dreams are made o f this  

nozzle3499: little girls need a spanking... grins 

Gabriela92: not me.. I haven't done anything wrong, yet. 

Gabriela92: stands and lets the fabric fall back down again, covering my backside as I 

swivel my hips and swing my waist around above them. 

nozzle3499: lighty claps 



Gabriela92: glances back over shoulder, gathering my hair in my hand so I can see... and 

winks at Nozzle... 

D r a z: smiles watching the swirling dress  

nozzle3499: * winks back 

Gabriela92: struts over toward the bar, working it all the way... 

D r a z: smiles watching gabri strut back to the bar 

tygo222000: Gabbi's drinks are on me 

nozzle3499: perfect sway 

D r a z:  wipes the bar .....my eyes on the hem of her dress and the tanned thighs  

Gabriela92: comes up behind Bee's barstool... 

D r a z: laffs  better make sure hes there ........ 

Gabriela92: pokes him to see if he's paying attention. 

Gabriela92: Hi, Scarlett... 

Gabriela92: lets my fingernails drag slowly down Channel's arm to his wrist.... 

channelhopper21: oh my  

Gabriela92: wraps Channels fingers around his cold glass... 

Bee: hi scarlett 

scarlett2angel: hello Bee 

Gabriela92: lifts it off the table and rubs the cool condensation all over my chest, still 

warm and flushed from dancing.... 

D r a z: watches gabri teach channel how to drink his coke  

scarlett2angel: looks like i got here late again  

channelhopper21: lol 

Gabriela92: then leans down and wraps my crimson-lipsticked mouth seductively around 

his straw, taking a long, lingering draw of the bubbly liquid.... 

tygo222000: oh my 

 

 

Gabriela92 and scarlett2angel 
 

Gabriela92: hops up and pulls Scarlett to her feet... let's dance! 

RocketManFL: woo hooo goooooo Gabri  

scarlett2angel: opens my eyes ekkkkkkkk.. 

scarlett2angel: jumps up ok 

Gabriela92: quick steps into a cha-cha with Scarlett.... 

Gabriela92: spins right, clap.... 

Gabriela92: spins left, clap.... 

RocketManFL: claps  

Gabriela92: back shuffles..... 

Gabriela92: forward shuffles.... 

scarlett2angel: moves with gabi while my hair flys all over and tries to keep up with Her 

Gabriela92: slide steps right and left several times... 



garrett523: *smiles watching the lovelies dance* 

scarlett2angel: kicks my feet left and right as my hips move with the beat of this song  

scarlett2angel: spins around ..looks at Gabi and catches my breath for a minute 

Gabriela92: spins three times around my feet in my yellow heels, hair flaring out.... 

daviddirects: sits back..relaxes..watching  

Gabriela92: bumps hips sharply to each side.. 

garrett523: *stretches while sitting in his seat* 

scarlett2angel: slips my hands on Her hips sways mine and lets my hair fall down my 

back as it covers my ass  

RocketManFL: perfect song for those 2  

D r a z: smiles watching  the girls dance ............ what a place we have   

Gabriela92: swivels my tummy in a few circles, then snaps my hips forward. 

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips back and forth while i move in circles using the beat to 

move my feet 

bleedingheart26: tilts my head and peeks.. watching my gorgeous friends lady marmalading the 

dance floor.. smiles* 

Gabriela92: interlaces my fingers and rests my hands on top of my head, gyrating my 

tushy 

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips and bumps my tummy against gabi  

Gabriela92: shuffles in closer to Scarlett.... 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Gabi using my fingertips to pull Her closer  

Gabriela92: touches chests and shifts my shoulders left and right, sliding our blouses 

across one another.... 

tigerzjill: looks for a place to sit and watch the sexy dance  

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips right right then left as my eyes look deep into Yours 

garrett523: lol rocket... it would be 

Gabriela92: shuffles back a few steps... 

Gabriela92: spins and moves back in close again... 

scarlett2angel: shimmys my shoulders,,steps back and lets my knees brush against Yours 

as we get close again 

Gabriela92: tosses my head violently side to side to the beat, throwing my hair around 

into a mess.... 

RocketManFL: niiice eyes  

scarlett2angel: spins around shakes my ass and bumps back as my head rocks side to 

side 

tigerzjill: slides onto a bar stool watching  

Gabriela92: whips my head in a circle, swirling my hair in a whip 

scarlett2angel: sending my hair over my shoulders and smiles at Gabi as i spin around  

ratherbe: wb heart  

scarlett2angel: rocking my hips left right and left again as my head swings my long hair 

around in circles  

D r a z: smiles   watching   the girls dance........... rocking out  the beat  

Gabriela92: turns my back to Scarlett and raises the back of my white leather mini.... 

flashing the lemon-yellow panties that match my shoes and my silk blouse 



garrett523: *whistles for the lovely ladeis dancing 

garrett523: * 

RocketManFL: Gbri, is alsways so smartly dressed  

scarlett2angel: winks in the mirror rolls my hips with Gabi's and lets my white shorts 

slide up my ass while i wave my arms over my head  

tigerzjill: grins and moves to stand next to Rocket....im still in my purple nike running 

shorts, white drifit top and asics gel kayanos  

scarlett2angel: lifting my black top up as i spin around letting my hair cover my shoulders 

while i dance next to the bar  

Gabriela92: rolls my head from shoulder to shoulder as I slide side to side 

scarlett2angel: bumps hips with gabi spins around and moves my arms making my top 

show off more of my tanned tummy as i smile at Gabi 

Gabriela92: tugs the blouse tail out of my skirt, letting it fall over my backside and front, 

then begins to unbutton it from the bottom up.... 

tigerzjill: smiles and waves heart to come next to me  

scarlett2angel: swats gabi on her cute butt spins around and skips around the room to 

give us both some room 

Gabriela92: knots the blouse above my navel, showing off my lower back and my 

tummy... 

scarlett2angel: takes my top off and dances around in my black bra while i drop my top 

on my seat next to the d.j booth 

tigerzjill: looks at gabriela's smooth tummy and then at mine....sooo not fair  

bleedingheart26: lays my lazy head on jill's shoulder..  

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips snapping my fingers over my head as i look around the 

room to see who is here 

tigerzjill: smiles against heart  

Gabriela92: lets my fingertips slide lazily down my sternum as I quick-step left, left, 

right, right. 

RocketManFL: pumps air with fists to beat  

scarlett2angel: blows a kiss to Gabi as i spin around letting my hair tickle my butt..and 

dances in circles to let the beat move my hips  

RocketManFL: << resists urger to reach out and touch.....  

Gabriela92: dances behind Scarlett, hands resting just above her hips, on her bare, slim 

tummy.... 

bleedingheart26: smiles back at jill..whspering..  they're so damn hottt dancers...  

tigerzjill: giggles watching Rocket pump his...umm....air....  

D r a z: the hair shimmering in the lights as it swishes  

scarlett2angel: jumps up and down waving my hands over my head and bumps back to 

feel you  

scarlett2angel: winks back at Gabi rolls my hips left and right as my head sways right and 

left 

scarlett2angel: spins around slips my hands around your neck and thrusts my hips with 

the beat as we dance closer 



Gabriela92: marches in place, my forehead leaning into Scarlett's, our noses almost 

touching.... 

scarlett2angel: tosses my head back smiles and lets our hips and tummy brush against 

eachothers as the beat changes 

tigerzjill: grins rubbing my hand along hearts back and sliding my arm around rockets 

chair  

scarlett2angel: winks at how sweet gabi is 

RocketManFL: bounces knee to beat  

RocketManFL: smiles at Jill  

scarlett2angel: shakes my head and mirrors her moves as if i was looking in a mirror 

Gabriela92: bends my knees slightly, making small circles with them above my ankles... 

bleedingheart26: grins at rocket.. and winks at jill...  

Gabriela92: moving my buns around in a similar circle.. 

scarlett2angel: bends down,,rolls my hips in circles with my eyes locked to yours 

bleedingheart26: wowwws to the sexy movers in the dance floor..  

panther13_08: watches scarlett carefully  

Gabriela92: starts to unbutton the top back of my miniskirt's waistband 

scarlett2angel: rocks with gabi matching her every move and sticks my tongue out  

Gabriela92: giggles at the sticking tongue... 

D r a z: woo hoo gabri  

bleedingheart26: ohh.. my..   

Gabriela92: sticks mine out farther, and touches the tip of it to my nose... 

panther13_08: nice!  

scarlett2angel: winks rolls my hips and flicks my tongue in circles as Gabi shows off 

tigerzjill: squirms watching Gabriela and gets a strange tingle  

Gabriela92: bends forward almost horizontal and lowers the zipper down the back... 

RocketManFL: oops sorry Jill  

RocketManFL: grins  

panther13_08: licks my lips at the sight of scarlett.  

D r a z: smiles watching the zipper slip down  

Gabriela92: shifts my hips left and right to the beat.... 

scarlett2angel: winks spins around backs up and rocks my ass with the music as my hair 

hides my tits and ass while we move with the beat  

bleedingheart26: absentmindedly runs my hand at jill's thigh.. as I watch the fiery dancers..  

RocketManFL: spies heart's absentmindedness  

tigerzjill: lets out a soft sigh feeling hearts hand on my smooth thigh  

scarlett2angel: tilts my head smiles and whispers into gabi's ear as my hands slide up my 

tummy and cups my breasts to lets some air flow over them  

Gabriela92: slips my thumbs into the waistband and pushes the loosened skirt down over 

my buns, revealing the bright yellow Lycra Brazilian panties underneath... 

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips with the new song ..closes my eyes and squeezes my bra 

using the beat to move my hips in circles as i thrust back and forth  

Gabriela92: whirls in circles, hair flying... 

tigerzjill: blushes at heart and sees Rocket smilng  



Gabriela92: leaning backwards, chest to the ceiling, hair falling behind me... 

RocketManFL: golly gee whilickers  

scarlett2angel: turns around faces gabi and smiles as i unzip my white shorts tugs them 

down so the room can see my black panties and rocks my head sending my hair across 

my breasts more  

Gabriela92: humps my hips forward, scooting my shoes across the floor as my fingers 

loosen the knot in my blouse..... 

bleedingheart26: smiles coyly at jill..  

D r a z: smileswatcching intently  the  knot loosen   

RocketManFL: hoots n hollers for the ladies  

scarlett2angel: looks around and spins letting my shorts fall down around my feet kicks 

them free and dances around the room in my matching bra and panties now  

Gabriela92: lets the undone yellow blouse drop open, hanging from just my shoulders, 

exposing the black satin bra underneath 

D r a z: smiles at scarlett  and collects the clothes ,,,,putting them safely behind the bar  

tigerzjill: smiles at heart not moving my leg enjoying the sensation of her hand on my 

skin  

scarlett2angel: bumps hips with the ladies and runs my fingertips across the mens strong 

chests as i move in and out of the chairs and tables while m y blonde hair swings  

Gabriela92: leans back farther... shaking my shoulders to let the blouse fall down my 

arms... 

panther13_08: goosebumps at the touch of scarlett's fingers  

Gabriela92: dances over to David's table... 

scarlett2angel: slowly moves around the dance floor letting the lights make my skin 

shine and spins in circles as i stop at the end of the bar 

Gabriela92: throws one leg over his knee... 

Gabriela92: lowers myself onto the top of his thigh... 

scarlett2angel: moves over to where panther is..smiles and runs my fingertips up his 

chest well hello again 

bleedingheart26: grins* eyes on the dancers.. hands secretly wanders on jill:s soft sensitive skin....  

Gabriela92: shakes myself left and right.... 

Gabriela92: scooting a ways up his leg... 

D r a z:  grins watching gabri shaking it over david  

scarlett2angel: turns to face you lets both my hands slide up over your shoulders and 

around your neck..as my hips sway with the beat letting my long hair move back and 

forth across my butt 

tigerzjill: mmmmmmmmm squirms a bit as i feel hearts hand continue to caress my legs  

panther13_08: sexy  

Gabriela92: swings the outer leg out and around so I do a half-turn and stand between 

David's legs, facing away.... 

scarlett2angel: runs my fingers in your hair tugs ..as the music moves my hips side to 

side  

Gabriela92: shakes my backside at chest level.... 

D r a z: grins at gabri ,,,,,,,,,, as she shakes it ..............  



Gabriela92: walks over to Rocket.... 

trisha_29: lol i dont think he is back..he said brb a while ago...i didnt think i seen him 

come back 

RocketManFL: smiles as Gabri approaces  

Gabriela92: dances seductively in front of Rocket... 

scarlett2angel: spins around and skips to the stage twrils around and sits down  

Gabriela92: arms raised overhead... 

bleedingheart26: pretends to drop my purse.. oppsss... bends down to reach for it.. warm lips 

slightly touches her thigh... breath on it... sits up again.. and smiles* 

scarlett2angel: waves my arms over my head as i kick my feet up and lays back  

tigerzjill: grins watching Rocket get all ready for his private dance  

Gabriela92: sways my arms left and right.... 

RocketManFL: << all ready  

RocketManFL: slaps thighs  

tigerzjill: ommmyyyy heart....  

scarlett2angel: shimmys up the stage on my back using my feet to push me along the 

wooden floor  

Gabriela92: hips and shoulders swinging in a slithering way... 

RocketManFL: daaaaaum girl  

RocketManFL: whoo hoooooo  

RocketManFL: oh i do i do  

bleedingheart26: smiles* licks my lips a little..  

scarlett2angel: rolls over an crawls along the stage letting my hair hang down as my ass 

sways left and right shaking my head an rocks my body as i move  

RocketManFL: extends hand to Gabri to help her balanc as she twirls  

scarlett2angel: stops and rolls onto my butt again at the end of the stage tossses my 

head back and archs my lower body and bounces to the new song 

tigerzjill: holds hearts hand as we watch Gabriela dance together  

D r a z: smiles watching the rythmn of the hips  

bleedingheart26: eyes intently watching the sizzling crawling dancer.. and then at gabi.. hmmm 

scarlett2angel: spins and sways on my knees letting my hair cover my tits as the music 

fills the room and waits  

bleedingheart26: squeezes jill's hand.. and whispers.. those girls can make someone misbehave.. 

giggles* 

Gabriela92: reaches down and takes Rocket's wrists... 

Gabriela92: lifts his arms.... 

RocketManFL: smiliing  

scarlett2angel: rols in cirles from my knees to my ass and back to my knees again rocking 

my head as i move from one end of the stage to the end  

RocketManFL: bounces leg  

Gabriela92: moves them rapidly up and down behind me, his fingertips brushing off the 

dust on my tushy from getting booted.... 

RocketManFL: finger lingering a bit  



scarlett2angel: stops smiles rests on my knees at the end smiles and watchs Gabi make 

Rocket over heat  

Gabriela92: puts Rocket's hands back on his thighs so he's not too tempted..... 

RocketManFL: so soft  

RocketManFL: too late Gabiri, sooooooooooooooooooooo tempted but doe sknow the 

rules  

RocketManFL: damnit  

Gabriela92: moves my feet back a little and leans forward, resting my forearms on 

Rocket's shoulders... 

Gabriela92: my boobs almost spilling from the bra cups, just inches from Rocket's face... 

Gabriela92: gently shakes my shoulders, jiggling the soft, full flesh.... 

RocketManFL: mmmmmmmmmmmmdelightl view  

RocketManFL: looks into Gabri's eyes  

RocketManFL: smiling  

scarlett2angel: hops onto a bar stoll shakes my wet hair as it sticks to my back and 

shoulders  

bleedingheart26: raises my arms... in here scar.! we need some dancin as well.. looks at jill and 

giggles*  

Gabriela92: sways left and right to the rhythm, rolling my shoulders. 

RocketManFL: she moves she moves  

RocketManFL: woo hoooooo  

scarlett2angel: ty smiles and shakes my ass an takes a sip while laying across ther bar 

Gabriela92: snapping my head in the opposite direction as my shoulder shifts.... 

RocketManFL: daum great move gabri  

scarlett2angel: winks at heart in the miror i see you and jill 

tigerzjill: grins at heart  

leanne bakker: stands for a moment, moves around the barstool, then settles upon it a 

second time 

Gabriela92: reaches out with both hands and takes Rocket's head between them, holding 

him just behind the ears.... 

Gabriela92: pulls Rocket's head forward until his nose is resting right in my cleavage.... 

RocketManFL: ooooooooooooohhhhhhhhhhhhhmyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy  

RocketManFL: mmmmmmmm  

Gabriela92: then sways gently left and right, my breasts pressing on one side of his face, 

then the other.... 

RocketManFL: grin splits ear o ear  

bleedingheart26: geezzzz one lucky rocket man..! 

RocketManFL: your so damn right heart  

RocketManFL: I can die now  

Gabriela92: then forces his head to nod up and down, his nose running down the line 

from my sternum to where the cups are attached to one another.... 

bleedingheart26: well i am lucky too... and winks at jill...  

Gabriela92: suddenly releases my grip, and leaps into a standing position, dancing wildly 

to AC/DC 



D r a z:  smiles looking up at  gabri as the music enthuses her  

tigerzjill: grins watching rocket try to behave  

Gabriela92: pushes Rocket's knees apart and dances real close, swaying my hips... 

RocketManFL: stands claps wildly WPPOOOOOOOOOOOO HOOOOOOOOOOOOO  

tigerzjill: holding onto hearts hand tight  

RocketManFL: Gabri!!!!!!!!! you sexy thang you  

Marie_California: *nudges Leanne* looks like we're in the right room! 

leanne bakker: Seems to be entertaining enough 

Gabriela92: half-turns and shakes my smooth, round buns close to Rocket's face... 

D r a z:  winks at  marie and leanne .........you sure are 

scarlett2angel: slips behind the bar grabs my clothes and skips to the back room  

RocketManFL: dances in front of Gabri  

Marie_California: *giggles* 

Gabriela92: then slowly grinds my hips before snapping them and galloping away.... 

RocketManFL: <<fakes slaps Gabri's shapely ass  

Gabriela92: looks back over my shoulder and waves to Rocket... 

D r a z: that cute butt rocking side to side ,...phew  

RocketManFL: waves back, huge smile thank you darhlink  

Gabriela92: places one hand flat on the back of my head, the other flat on my tummy.... 

justt_gent: sorry gabriella, was distracted 

D r a z: focus gent 

Gabriela92: stands close to Gent's table and gyrates my hips and tummy... 

RocketManFL: his loss my gain!?!?!?!  

RocketManFL: yes i am a greeeedy SOB  

Gabriela92: walks slowly around Gent's chair, dragging my fingernails up one arm... 

Gabriela92: across the back of his shoulders.... 

Gabriela92: down the other arm..... 

D r a z:  looks at gabriela ,,,sweet sweet candy 

Marie_California: *walks over to a couch and sits down, crossing her legs, smiling at all 

the action in the room* 

justt_gent: gulps slightly 

RocketManFL: action packed nigth marie  

D r a z: looks over at maries legs as she crosses them  

Gabriela92: pushes Gent's table a little ways away from him...sits on the edge of it, 

between his legs.... 

D r a z:  see gent is simply thunderstruck  

justt_gent: oh gollllleeee! 

Gabriela92: puts my shoes up on the front edge of his chair, between his legs... 

Gabriela92: scoots my shoes in closer, until my bare, yellow-painted toenails touch 

Gent's thighs.... 

justt_gent: very very nice to meet you, gabriella 

Gabriela92: *smiles* 

D r a z: laffs gent ........ 

justt_gent: bare... toes... melts 



RocketManFL: smiles, sits next to you  

RocketManFL: she is a great dancer isnt she?  

Gabriela92: wiggles my toes, lightly scratching the inseam of Gent's trousers... 

Gabriela92: scoots feet deeper.... 

justt_gent: ok gabriella.. if it were a different situation.. I think by now i'd be prostrate on my back 

yelling "I'm not worthy!" by now 

Gabriela92: wiggles toes between Gent's legs and the chair... 

justt_gent: looks at bare toes again.. 

justt_gent: feels my blood flow change 

Gabriela92: laces m  

Gabriela92: leans back until my shoulders touch the table... 

justt_gent: dare I breathe? 

justt_gent: I think we're getting something straight between us 

Gabriela92: does several slow, provocative sit ups, my toes digging into the back of 

Gent's legs, my abs rippling with each cycle... 

trisha_29: and fyi...he has 6 toes on one foot! 

RocketManFL: smiles back at Marie happy she is ignore dostractors  

RocketManFL: shifts a bit closer to marie  

RocketManFL: how is your wine?  

justt_gent: feminine rippling abs..... breaks a sweat 

RocketManFL: lol  

trisha_29: you will be when his toes are bigger than his.............whistles 

Gabriela92: extricates my feet and swings them out and upward, resting the back of my 

calves on Gent's shoulders.... 

D r a z: smiles looking over at gabri ........gent has such a view ...... 

justt_gent: gabriela, you deserve much more attention than I can possibly give you at the moment..  

Gabriela92: slides my legs in closer to Gent's neck.... 

trisha_29: laughs....burnnnnnnnnnnnnn 

justt_gent: so very nice to meet you and I certainly hope to see you here again soon 

RocketManFL: lol  

D r a z: laffs at gent trying to extricate himself  

justt_gent: gawdd 

Gabriela92: hooks my ankles behind Gent's head... 

justt_gent: rain check please! 

Gabriela92: flexes my strong hamstrings, pulling Gent's head forward and down... 

D r a z:  laffsssss............  

Gabriela92: bringing it within a few inches of the front of my panties... 

justt_gent: I think I'm losing this argument.. or winning... 

justt_gent: you intoxify me 

Gabriela92: relaxes my legs, letting Gent return to a full upright and locked position... 

justt_gent: thank you 

Gabriela92: unhooks my ankles... 

justt_gent: raises eyes slowly 



Gabriela92: puts my hands on the edge of the table, pushing firmly, throwing my legs up 

over my head and doing a back roll to a standing position on the floor on the other side of 

the table.... hope you enjoyed the dance, Gent. 

justt_gent: brb 

RocketManFL: kisses marie's cheek  

D r a z: laffs it was just toomuch for him ........laffs 

justt_gent: indeed 

scarlett2angel: claps for Gabi  

Gabriela92: saunters back over to the bar, in just heels, yellow panties, and black bra. 

tigerzjill: wow clapping for Gabriela  

scarlett2angel: good tuneeeeeeeeeeee 

RocketManFL: clapswildly for gabri  

Gabriela92: ty, Jill, Rocket. 

D r a z:  smiles watching gabri comeing over  

tigerzjill: anytime at all :)  

D r a z:  woo hoo gbari ...............so hot 

Gabriela92: climbs up on my stool, running my fingertips down my sweaty thighs... 

D r a z:   smiles waht would you like Gabri ? 

Gabriela92: wipes my hands on a cocktail napkin. 

Gabriela92: a nice, cold Corona Light with a lime wedge would be wonderful, Draz! 

D r a z:  reaches in the back of the cooler ,,,,,,,,,,,, and pulls out a very cold corona ,.,.,.,.,.,. 

slides it over to gabri with p[late of lime wedges  * winks  

D r a z: tills  the bils from  rocket  
Gabriela92: takes the cold, condensation-laden bottle and slowly runs the hard glass all 

over my chest, from my collarbones down to the top edge of the bra cups.... 

Gabri Solo 
Gabriela92: slithers down off the stool... 

Gabriela92: saunters over toward Rocket's table... 

Gabriela92: stands behind his chair... 

RocketManFL: leans head back looking up at gabri, winks  

Gabriela92: drapes my forearms over his shoulders from behind, my beer bottle in one 

hand... 

RocketManFL: mmmmmm kis cheek  

Gabriela92: leans in closer, letting my breasts press into Rocket's shoulder blades. 

RocketManFL: lol  

RocketManFL: leans head back, slightly moves a shoulder "accidently"  

Kelleen: hmmm the lemon was just the right touch Draz 

Gabriela92: slides my shoulders slightly back and forth... 

RocketManFL: glances up looking into gabi's eyes smiling  

Gabriela92: winks at Rocket, then puts my beer to my lips and tilts my head back, taking 

a long sip. 

Kelleen: giggles come sit by me jill  

RocketManFL: dropletof water rolls off bottle hitting my neck  



Kelleen: shaking my head to the beat  

D r a z:  glances overat gabri as the tune picks up 

Gabriela92: woooo... has to set my bottle down on the table and hop up on the stage to 

this song... 

Gabriela92: mounts the stairs, taking them two at a time.... 

Bee: Sits down and watches.  

D r a z:  pumps upmy bagpipes .swaying at the side of the bar   

Kelleen: smiles turning watching gabbi 

Gabriela92: strides to the end of the stage and starts to clap overhead.... 

RocketManFL: but enjoys gabr' sdance  

tigerzjill: ohh nice song!  

D r a z: fingers  the flute as i play the pipes  

Gabriela92: swivels hips... 

trisha_29: slips back in just in time to see draz pumpin his...ummmm...pipe 

trisha_29:    

D r a z:  laffs trisha  

Gabriela92: slightly bending the knees.... 

Gabriela92: swirling them in a circle... 

Gabriela92: unbuttons my black silk blouse.... 

bleedingheart26: smiles* watching the dancer..  

RocketManFL: << takes seat at end of stage  

RocketManFL: woo hoo gabri  

D r a z:  sporrran swings to the beat  as we watch  gabri  

Gabriela92: moves my tummy around over my hips... 

Gabriela92: turns my back and bends slightly at the waist.... 

Gabriela92: flips my white linen mini up, revealing the lacy black boyshorts underneath... 

RocketManFL: looks up watching gabi ntently  

Kelleen: oh my smiles 

trisha_29: leans back...grins watching gabi 

Gabriela92: flexes my buns... 

Gabriela92: rocking hips side to side with each two beats... 

bleedingheart26: whistles as i intently watch the gorgeous gabi.. 

tigerzjill: slides my hand along kelleen's thigh as we watch the beautiful Gabriela  

trisha_29: hi jill 

Gabriela92: struts along the edge of the stage... 

tigerzjill: hiya trisha  

RocketManFL: slaps out bet n top of stage floor as I smile at gabri  

Kelleen: leaning to jill touching her arm 

RocketManFL: nice struts  

RocketManFL: legs too wink  

Gabriela92: throws open the front of the blouse, showing the black bra underneath... 

D r a z: smiles....lookig  up at  gabri   



trisha_29: reaches back...grabs a 20 out of the till....stuffs an iou into it.....grins and 

waves the 20 at gabi 

Gabriela92: walks over toward Trisha... reaching behind myself to unzip the skirt as I 

go... it falls to my ankles just as I reach her...  I squat and stretch the boyshorts off my 

hip toward her $20 bill.... 

RocketManFL: wow  

D r a z: smiles as i get a glimpse in the  boyshorts  

RocketManFL: holds up hi oen 20  

RocketManFL: own  

Gabriela92: winks and nods to Rocket... I'll be right with there. 

trisha_29: grins watching gabi...loving the way her hips move perfectly...folds up the 20 

and gives it a little kiss...slips it down into the edge of the boy shorts  

D r a z: grins watching trisha  

tigerzjill: grins and fishes for a twenty in my purse  

trisha_29: winks at draz 

D r a z: smiles ..............what a hellova show  

Gabriela92: gets on my hands and knees and leans forward to give Trisha a soft kiss 

RocketManFL: mm smiling  

tigerzjill: waves it along the bar  

trisha_29: smiles and brushes my lips to gabi's...returning the soft warm 

kiss...whispers....beautiful girly 

Gabriela92: smiles warmly at Trisha and rubs our noses together... then crawls cat-like 

over toward Rocket... noticing and nodding at Jill, too. 

trisha_29: smirks and slides my hand over the curve of her ass giving it a little smack as 

she crawls away 

RocketManFL: mmmmmm enjoys the ctlike movements and view of open shirt  

D r a z:  smiles watching the tipping ..............  

Gabriela92: kneels in front of Rocket's seat, raising my arms overhead... 

D r a z:  smiles getting the view of the boy shorts from behind 

RocketManFL: raises hand with 20  

RocketManFL: other things rise as well  

Gabriela92: swaying side to side so the loose, open front of the blouse swings open and 

closed.... 

RocketManFL: wow so sensual see it noee it clevage  

bleedingheart26: grins* at the crawling goddess... takes out a 20 from my purse.. and 

courageously raised it as well..  

Gabriela92: lets my arms fall behind me and shimmies my shoulders, shaking the blouse 

off the shoulders and down my arms.... 

RocketManFL: smiles  

Gabriela92: pulls it off my wrists and swings it around over my head a few times, 

launching it into David's lap. 

RocketManFL: holds up bill  

Gabriela92: smiles at Rocket and shifts my knees forward toward the edge of the stage.... 

RocketManFL: teases legs with edge of bill  



Gabriela92: shifts my hips side to side to the beat... 

trisha_29: lol focus rocket...focus! 

Gabriela92: tugs out the side of the shorts and guides Rocket's hand to place the bill 

there... 

RocketManFL: truuuuuuuust me i m  

Bee: settles back in, to watch  

bleedingheart26: back.. hands with 20.. still raising.. giggles* 

RocketManFL: I belive grabi can see the proof  

RocketManFL: teases not pplacing bill right away  

RocketManFL: smiling  

RocketManFL: othe rhand fishes out another  

Gabriela92: then holds him by the wrist and guides his fingertips slowly up and down my 

side, from my ribs to my knee... 

RocketManFL: as i place th forst one where Gabri invited I hold up seocnd 20  

RocketManFL: mmm ski feels soooo smooth  

Gabriela92: feigns surprise at Rocket's second bill... 

RocketManFL: giggles  

Gabriela92: hooks my thumb in the little strap between my bra cups and stretches it just 

slightly out, pointing to Rocket to put the new bill there.... 

RocketManFL: snmiles  

RocketManFL: slowly snaking 20 toits new home  

RocketManFL: wishing it was hme for soemthing else  

Gabriela92: feels the coarse paper sliding between the soft mounds of my breasts.... 

D r a z:  smiles watching as the bill slips in under  the strap 

RocketManFL: mmm so subtle  

Gabriela92: crawls over to heart before she can poof again... 

tigerzjill: grins at heart...i am waiting my turn....come up here with me and Kelleen you 

will be okay :)  

Gabriela92: knowing Jill will be patient with me.... 

Kelleen: giggles ok getting a bill 

bleedingheart26: giggles* yayyy..   

RocketManFL: grins at sight of shapely ass sway away form me  

Gabriela92: kneels in front of heart with my back to her, Jill, and Kelleen, sitting 

together.... 

trisha_29: damn i started all this money tuckin ..i hope gabi is gonna take me on a date 

with all she makes....lol 

RocketManFL: moves to other side of jll, get s another 20 out  

Bee: laughing, trisha.  

Gabriela92: Oh, I'll be happy to take you, all right, Trisha... <winks> 

D r a z: looking at gabri in her underwear ........ and sings along  

Gabriela92: grinds my ass in front of the girls... 

tigerzjill: grins and rubs rockets leg  

tigerzjill: enjoying the show i whisper in his ear?  

bleedingheart26: erre.. hands starts to tremble..as i look at the beautiful gabi.. hardly.. breathing  



RocketManFL: immensely jill winks  

Kelleen: smiles sitting by jill watching the show  

tigerzjill: my fingers trail across your lap...giggling i should say so  

Gabriela92: slowly pushes down the back of the boyshorts, revealing about half my buns 

and the cleavage between them.... 

tigerzjill: staring at Gabriela's sexy tight body  

RocketManFL: smiles  

Gabriela92: tosses my hair, looking back over my shoulder at Heart, Kelleen, and Jill.... 

Kelleen: smiles up 

D r a z: smileswatching  kelleen  as sheeyesgabris  bunstoo   

Gabriela92: don't leave paper cuts, girls.... 

D r a z: wb heart hugs 

Gabriela92: bumps my hips left and right as I hold the panties halfway down in back... 

bleedingheart26: stands quickly up again.. geZzuss 

tigerzjill: runs my hand along the curves of Gabriela's soft skin  

bleedingheart26: ty draz.. 

Kelleen: reaching up finger tips on her thigh 

Bee: wb heart. Hugs. I hand heart a bill with a Benjamin one of the faces. If you get 

another chance to add to the collection.  

tigerzjill: traces the bill along her bun cleavage  

Gabriela92: fingertips wiggle down the surface of the boyshorts, grasping the bottom 

edge and tugging it up to the waistband.... 

tigerzjill: staring holding my breath  

tigerzjill: slipping it inside  

Kelleen: smiles folding my bill 

Gabriela92: pulling firmly upwards until it almost forms a thong... 

RocketManFL: ens closr to jill, she is sooo hawt isnt  she?  

Kelleen: smiles slipping my bill in watching  

Gabriela92: grinds my hips in slow circles 

tigerzjill: turns smilng to rocket omg yes....as i lean in to kiss his mouth  

Kelleen: smiles watching it all 

tigerzjill: blushes sorry i got carried away  

RocketManFL: mmmmm kisses back  

RocketManFL: no prblem quite enjoyable  

RocketManFL: any time winks  

Gabriela92: suddenly lets the shorts snap back into normal shape, hops to my feet, and 

slaps each butt cheek firmly, strutting up and down the stage to the new song.... 

D r a z: smileslookingat gabri festooned with  bills  

RocketManFL: wow thats so sexy  

RocketManFL: holds up $50  

tigerzjill: blushes at rocket...wow  

mylstoknowhere: watches the strut intently 

D r a z: smiles as i kniow  gabri has the fire  

Gabriela92: approaches the long, smooth, hard.... brass pole.... 



D r a z: takes the 50 from rcket and slips it in gabris tip jar 

Gabriela92: reaches overhead and grasps it, wrapping one knee around at waist level... 

RocketManFL: huh, so similar to another pole,  

Bee: I hand heart a $100 just in case she has another chance.  

Gabriela92: slips my ankle around the pole from the opposite side... 

tigerzjill: leaves my hand on rockets lap leg watching Gabriela continue to dance  

RocketManFL: << leg bounces slowly reating to touch  

Gabriela92: pulls myself up several inches, locking my legs to reach up again... 

bleedingheart26: perks up as i see gabi dancing on the pole..  

Bee: goes and settles in somewhere to watch  

Kelleen: smiles sitting watching the show 

bleedingheart26: geezzz ty bee.. hugsss..  

RocketManFL: wow she does work that pole well  

Gabriela92: pulls up five times, until I'm about three feet off the stage... 

D r a z: smiles watching gabri   as she slides up the pole  

Gabriela92: leans dramatically back, letting my hair fall... 

RocketManFL: picks self up off floor, and takjes seat agin  

mylstoknowhere: watchin Gabri show off her strength  

Kelleen: her arms and legs wow 

Bee: she shows such erotic control... wow!  

bleedingheart26: sits next to kellen and jill.. mind if i join you friends? smiles..  

Gabriela92: holding myself on the pole with just my legs, I run my hands up and down 

my torso...tummy, ribs, and over the curves of my chest... 

tigerzjill: smiles and gives heart a warm kiss  

Kelleen: not at all heart please do 

bleedingheart26: hmm.. ty jill.. kisses her back..  

mylstoknowhere: grinssss watchin Gabri enjoy her body 

bleedingheart26: gabi's soooo hot. no? 

bleedingheart26: hello kelli.. hugss 

tigerzjill: she is amazing  

RocketManFL: watches jill's kiss  

Gabriela92: leans back even further, placing my hands flat on the stage and releasing my 

legs to do a reverse walk-over to my feet.... 

Bee: she leaves a person, tongue tied.  

D r a z: smiles watching the flexible  gabri  

kelli-: my tongues getting hard too, Bee 

Gabriela92: returns to the pole, holding it at shoulder level and swinging left an dright.... 

bleedingheart26: nods and grins...  

Gabriela92: pulls myself in close, then falls back to extended arms.... 

Gabriela92: kicks one foot up high.... 

kelli-: eyes wide  

Bee: well a good hard tongue does wonderful things, at least some one told me that. lol 

kelli  

kelli-: mmmm hmmmmm 



Gabriela92: snaps my head, tossing my hair over my face, then flips it back off again.... 

bleedingheart26: laughs at kellis turned on tongue..  

kelli-: smiles .. watching Gab 

tigerzjill: hiya kelli....  

Gabriela92: swings it quickly in circles, letting it slap the pole as it flies around. 

bleedingheart26: wowwwss at the lovely gabi.. smiling.. poking jill and kellen' sides..  

RocketManFL: woo hoogabri  

kelli-: quietly waves at Jill .. smiles 

tigerzjill: she is sooo incredible...makes me wanna just kiss and kiss  

Gabriela92: pulls myself close to the pole and squats up and down several times, letting 

the pole rub between my boobs... 

tigerzjill: grins and turns to kelleen kissing her deeply  

kelli-: and .. umm... yeah  

mylstoknowhere: shake it sugareeeee 

tigerzjill: my hands run through her hair  

Gabriela92: turns my back and leans into the pole, sliding it between my shoulder 

blades... 

D r a z: smiles watching  gabri as she slides against the pole  

tigerzjill: smiles at kelleen...wow  

bleedingheart26: mouth's opens wide at gabi.... and now with jill and kellen... errr.   

tigerzjill: turns to heart and holds her head in my hands  

tigerzjill: kisses her softly sweetly  

Gabriela92: bends down, grabbing my ankles and pressing the pole between my buns... 

D r a z:  smiles looking at gabris .....sweet candy  

RocketManFL: oh wow gabi  

RocketManFL: ooooh  my  

kelli-: eyes flashing from person to person around the room as we all watch Gab ...  

mylstoknowhere: grinsssssssss at the dancer while gettin a good look at those buns 

Gabriela92: does another half-turn, grabbing the pole at waist level... 

Bee: An O forming in my lips at the seductive message that communicates gabi. 

Internally growling, "oh fuck, she is so hot!"  

bleedingheart26: turns to jill.. hmmn kissing her sweetly back..  

Gabriela92: scoots my feet forward an inch or so to each beat... 

tigerzjill: smiles looking at heart...wow  

kelli-: giggles @ Bee 

Gabriela92: bending my knees... 

Gabriela92: lowering my hands on the pole as I scoot in... 

tigerzjill: waves my finger at rocket to come closer  

kelli-: ut oh Rockey 

bleedingheart26: wow jill... smiles abd grins at gabi dancing.... sllently thanking her erotic dance...  

Gabriela92: feet past the pole now.. 

Gabriela92: knees on either side.... 

Gabriela92: up the thighs... 

RocketManFL: lean closer to jill, yes?  



kelli-: watching Gab .. wide eyed ..  

tigerzjill: slides onto your lap stradding you running my fingers through your hair  

Gabriela92: the crotch of the panties finally making contact with the hard, stiff, 

unyielding...metal.... 

D r a z:  grins watching the shiny pole on the thighs  

RocketManFL: arm around jill to steady her  

Gabriela92: hips pulsate slightly up and down, letting the pole graze the fabric... 

kelli-: giggles... mmmmmmmmmmmm.. make that pole slippery Gab 

tigerzjill: leaning in kissing all over your neck  

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmmm grrrrrrrrrrowling to myself at the sexxxxxxxxxy dancer 

RocketManFL: smiles, hand runs thorugh hair  

Bee: the seductive dance gabi makes so acute with timing - sending shivers down my 

spine as I am attentive.  

Gabriela92: then grinding into it.... 

bleedingheart26: wowwww.   one lucky brass pole ..   

Gabriela92: then sliding deliberately up and down several inches at a time..... 

RocketManFL: isnt it tho  

kelli-: rocking to the beat in my chair .. mmmmmmmm Gab 

tigerzjill: tugs on your earlobe with my teeth  

RocketManFL: oh my  

tigerzjill: whispers into your ear.....  

RocketManFL: turns head and kisses neck  

Gabriela92: lower myself hand over hand until my shoulder blades hit the stage.... 

Gabriela92: knees bent, feet on the stage, too. 

Gabriela92: humping the pole as I raise my ass off the stage over and over again... 

D r a z: grins watching gabri as she arches on the stage floor to the pole  

RocketManFL: wow gabri imitates a cat so well  

bleedingheart26: hmmmm... damnnnn hottt...  

kelli-: hands .. well.. yeah .. watching 

Bee: I bite my lower lip as the undulations provoke my imagination.  

kelli-: that's not all it's propoking Bee 

tigerzjill: turns around in rockets lap not wanting to miss Gabriela's ummm climax  

Gabriela92: reaches over my head to press my hands to the stage, arching my back into a 

reverse spider, my crotch tight to the pole, my panties moistening more and more.... 

bleedingheart26: ohhh myyy golllyyy wowww...  

Bee: noticing the expression on her lips as she acrobatically arches and grinds - licks my 

lips  

mylstoknowhere: wow o wow !!!! 

kelli-: shivers and gasps a deep breath 

Gabriela92: collapses in fatigue, flat on my back... whew!!! someone else's turn!!! 

tigerzjill: wow  

Gabriela92: rolls over onto my tummy and walks to the back of the stage... 

D r a z: stands and applauds ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. woo hoo gabri  ,,,,,,,,,,,bravo  

tigerzjill: jumps off of rockets lap and claps  



mylstoknowhere: stands and applauds loudly WOOOOOHOOOOOO Gabri !!! 

kelli-: stands on the foot rest of my chair applauding 

tigerzjill: woohooooooo wow  

Bee: Thank you gabi, adds to your tip jar 3 Benjamins. And turns to cat whistle and clap 

for you.  

RocketManFL: woo hooo clappin widlly 

Gabriela92: waves as I disappear behind the curtain, needing a quick shower and change 

of clothes.... 

mylstoknowhere: fabulous dancing Gabri WOOOOOOT WOOOOOT 

bleedingheart26: gezzzz... stands and clapsssss..... so so soooo goodddd.. gabi..!! 

Gabriela92: pops back out to take a bow.... 

kelli-: glad I got here when I did 

Gabriela92: ty, ty, ty....smiles... 

kelli-: yeaaayyyy GAB!!! 

Gabriela92: ty, everyone... 

daviddirects: woohoo Gabi  

Gabriela92: throws a big, dramatic stage kiss across the whole audience.... 

Bee: welcome and ty again gabi  

D r a z:  smiles at gabri   ............  welldone ,......superb  

RocketManFL: still clapping fo rgabri 

Gabriela92: bows again... 

bleedingheart26: clapssss.. and waves the 100 given by bee..  

mylstoknowhere: applauds the sexxxxxy dancer again!!! 

Gabriela92: brb, everyone... gonna take an LAB shower, and get a drink in r/l... LOL 

RocketManFL: need a hand with back gabri? just let me know 

RocketManFL: lol 

mylstoknowhere: grinssss you deserve a good shower !!! 

bleedingheart26: runs to gabi... hurriedly inserts the hundred on her waistband.. and runs back to 

bar again giggling& 

D r a z:  laffs heart 

D r a z: wow what an evening of dancing 

D r a z:  well done jill even got kelleen dancing  

RocketManFL: that surely has to make the months highlights 

Bee: gabi seems to be a lightening rod for good times. 

 
 
trisha_29 
 

trisha_29: wiggles my butt back in the seat...leaning forward a bit...my head tilting 

back...reaching up and sliding my fingers back through my long locks...back 

arching..stretching my arms up high over my head...one leg stretching out in front of 

me...feeling the muscles pull slightly as i stretch ...twisting a little and letting a soft sigh 

slip from my slightly parted lips....slowly relaxing with a grin 



Maxillary_Nerve: *sips his drink as i watch...*  

D r a z: grins at trisha   as she relaxes 

dirtyrpgirl: standing up on the bar now, i step off of it and onto the barstool, sipping my 

rum drink , then gets back onto my knee's on the stool and makes myself cumfy 

trisha_29: slides my fingers up the from of my hoodie...grasping the tab of the zipper and 

sliding it down...giving my shoulders a shrug and letting the hoodie fall down my 

arms....pulling it off and putting it on the back of my chair...fingers easing up the little 

strap of my tank top back onto my shoulder..settling back once again...my hand dropping 

and tracing along the bottom edge of the tank top as it creeps up the flat of my tummy 

slightly 

Maxillary_Nerve: *shifts in his seat, sucking in an ice cube to crunch*  

Sasha_J79: my goodness, Trisha! *fans myself* 

dirtyrpgirl: isnt she just so damn sexy sasha !!!!....dayummmmmmmmmmmmmm 

D r a z: mmmmm smiles  at trisha  ...looking at that tight tummy  

trisha_29: glances over at the sound of the crunching ice 

Sasha_J79: abso-freakin-lutely! 

bleedingheart26: hmmmm.. grinss.. my first trisha show...!  

Maxillary_Nerve: *winks at the glancer and eyes the flat tummy*  

Sasha_J79: *sends Trisha the 3'fer wink back* wink wink wink 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo sasha 

trisha_29: grins...purposely easing the edge of the tank top up a little higher...spreading 

my fingers and slowly raking the edge of my nails across my tummy...biting at the corner 

of my lip as the warm shiver runs through me 

Maxillary_Nerve: *gives a crooked smile*  

trisha_29: something about the chase...... 

trisha_29: pushes up out of my chair....makes my way over to max...hips swaying with 

every step...stops in front of him...leaning down close as i reach to his glass...pulling an 

ice cube out and bringing it to my lips....feeling the cold liquid dripping down my 

fingers..snaking my tongue out to lick the falling drip...smiles and whispers...you dont 

mind if i steal an ice cube do you?...tilts my head a bit and slowly pushes the ice cube 

between my warm lips...popping my fingers free with a smile 

D r a z:  winks at trisha ,,,,,,,,,,,,,  

Maxillary_Nerve: *looks up and watches the cube disappear grinning as she sucks it in* 

id never stop you....  

Sasha_J79: oh jesus lordy *fans myself, watching Trisha* 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling as i lean back to sasha...............resting the back of my head to her 

breasts as i put my feet up on her thighs..... 

trisha_29: grins....ty max...spins on my heels and makes my way back to my 

seat...grinning and putting an extra bounce in my step  

bleedingheart26: wowwsss @trisha.. one lucky max.. grins.. 

Sasha_J79: I think Max is gonna get his cooter bitten tonight 

dirtyrpgirl: lmaoo sasha 

Maxillary_Nerve: grins as i watch her round ass bounce with each step as she walks 

away....  



trisha_29: lmao i assure you max does not have a cooter! 

Maxillary_Nerve: shakes his head... nope no cooter  

  

trisha_29: settles into my seat once again...rolling the cold ice cube around in my 

mouth...feeling it melting quickly..tilting my head back a bit and swallowing the cold 

liquid...shivering with a grin and it tickles my throat...slurping at the ice as my lips part 

slightly 

trisha_29: feels a little trickle of the cold liquid flow over my bottom lip...lifting my head 

and looking over at max...darting my tongue out to catch the stray drip and draw it back 

into my mouth 

Maxillary_Nerve: *grins as i watch her expert tongue catch every drop*  

 

trisha_29: reaches up with my fingers...pulling the remaining piece of ice from my warm 

mouth...slowly running it across my bottom lip playfully...my tongue tip following along 

Maxillary_Nerve: *shifts his weight in his seat, smoothing out his jeans*  

trisha_29: grins....holding the ice chip in my fingers...slurping it loudly...leaning my head 

back a bit and slowly running the very edge of the ice down the front of my throat...my 

back arching as the cold drips tingle my warm skin and begin to run down over the swell 

of my breasts and into the tank top...shivering softly 

D r a z:  now shes thunderstruck 

lostdad50: if trisha keeps it going so am i lol 

dirtyrpgirl: laughs 

trisha_29: holding the ice firmly in my fingers..my ass shifting a bit and pushing to the 

edge of the seat...lifting one leg and resting the toes of my foot on the chair in front of 

me...feeling the edge of my little skirt ride up over my warm thighs...rocking my knee 

back and forth with the beat of the music...my hand holding the ice dropping 

down...slowly rolling the ice cube back and forth across my bare tummy..feeling the 

muscles tense firmly 

Maxillary_Nerve: *grinds his teeth*  

trisha_29:  a slow grin crossing my face...sliding my free hand down to run my nails from 

my knee up over the top of my thigh...leaving little red marks against my tan 

skin...breathing in deeply..feeling the strain of the material of the thin tank top cling even 

tighter to me 

D r a z: smiles watching  trisha's tease 

dirtyrpgirl: omg  !!!....my baby is so HOT 

Maxillary_Nerve: grins she is....  

dirtyrpgirl: jumps up and down on the chairs cushion, letting my hips snap left to right as 

my breast jump in my tanktop..................... 

trisha_29: giggles seeing the red nail marks on my thigh...using the remainder of the ice 

chip to slowly run over the red marks...little drops of melting water swirling in different 

directions on my skin....biting my lip as the rolling drip make their way up under the edge 

of my little skirt and seep into the material of my little panties....quickly pressing my 

thighs together feeling the mix of cold and so very warm collide...letting a little whimper 

slip from deep in my throat 



bleedingheart26: geezzzzesss.... never had some watery mouth and thirsty at the same 

time... 

trisha_29: grins and wiggles my ass slowly in my seat..making sure the coldness has 

contact with every bit of warmth 

 

 

 

dirtyrpgirl  and D r a z 
 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmm Draz..................slides to the barstools closer to 

you.....and falls into your arms 

trisha_29: (catch her draz!) 

D r a z:  smiles  and wraps dirty in my big arms and sways as my hands slide up herback  

Sasha_J79: delayed reaction! 

trisha_29: lol 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my feet slide as i open my arms and stretch my long legs 

dirtyrpgirl: lmaoo baby..turns and sticks my tongue out to you...nanner nannerssssssssss 

trisha_29: laughs and wiggles my tongue back at you 

D r a z:  smiles as we move slowly round thefloorwhispering to each other s my hands 

slide in her hair 

dirtyrpgirl: singing softly to you as we move across the dance floor 

dirtyrpgirl: come on.....come on............give into meeeeeeeeeeee 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying in your arms as my butt wiggles some 

D r a z:   softly pressing fingers in the small of her back as I hold her head to me  

....singing come on .......... give into me  

trisha_29: i love this song 

dirtyrpgirl: mm hugsssssssss you tight as i squirm at the next tuneeeeeeeeeee 

trisha_29: grins...she is so sexy 

dirtyrpgirl: omg there go my panties................................feeling a wet spot 

D r a z:  smiles as my cheek brushes dirtys as my hands slide slowly up and down her   

back ...............  as we dancein close ...feeling the squirm all up and down my big muscles  

Maxillary_Nerve: grins  

dirtyrpgirl: this song...ogggggggggggg 

dirtyrpgirl: my body swaying in Draz's arms.................arching my body back as i grind my 

thighs to his and my hair cascades down my back 

dirtyrpgirl: i want you to stayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

trisha_29: glances back at max 

D r a z:  `smiles swaying and  turning slowly with dirty in my arms ...... fingers gently 

pressing her  into me as we sway ....fingers slidingb in the cascading hair  

dirtyrpgirl: this reason i hold on..................... 

dirtyrpgirl: cause i need this hole gone.......... 



dirtyrpgirl: funny your the broken one......but i'm the one who needed 

savin......................... 

dirtyrpgirl: i want you to 

staaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyaaaaaaaaaaaheeeeeeee

eeeeeeyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

dirtyrpgirl: kinda squirms...tryin to get the wedgie out some 

dirtyrpgirl: god i am gonna need to take my panties off and put them in the dryer !!! 

garrett523: lol 

D r a z: holding her close in shuffling ..as my big  thighs touch hers  .......... my hands 

caressing her back  ,,,,,,,,,,,, as we move round abnd round   ...  my cheek against hers  

dirtyrpgirl: smiling to you as our bodies move in unison...............gracefuly moving on the 

dancefloor 

dirtyrpgirl: pressing my cheek to yours as i shuffle my feet slowly 

D r a z: smiles as i swing dirty round slowly and   bend over her and pulses back again  to 

to soft beat .......  smiling ............ welome home dirty missed  you   ,,,,  kisses her softlty  

trisha_29:    

D r a z:  leads dirty back to the bar .........thanks for the dance  

dirtyrpgirl: falling back into your arms as we kiss 

D r a z:  kisses  ........... holds her hand ........  good to have you back  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm................thank You for dancing Draz..i cheerish 

our times together like that, kissing your cheek as i sit back up onto the barstool, and 

flips my skirt up and down at my crotch to feel the breeze some 

dirtyrpgirl: whew........... 

D r a z: winks looking over at the fanning ,.,.,.,.,.woo hoo 

trisha_29: laughs...slides over and sinks into max's lap 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles and winks to Draz 

 

 

 

 

 

 

bleedingheart26 and scarlett2angel 
 
bleedingheart26: places my hands on scarlett's hips.. swayin them.. giggles* 

scarlett2angel: winks at heart and rocks my hips in her hands mmm lets danceeeeeeeee 

scarlett2angel: turns to face you smiles and slips my hands on your hips  

bleedingheart26: winks back..  

jakeloves to fish: winkin is a healthy thing 

GetnFitGirl: winking because you have a reason is very healthy 



bleedingheart26: swaying my hips in tune with you now... grins* 

scarlett2angel: sucks on my tongue mmmmmm lets go fishing..as i follow you around the 

dance floor rocks my head and lets you lead  

bleedingheart26: gives the hair a toss and steps forward with you, keeps swaying and 

rocking..  

GetnFitGirl: woohoo dancing 

scarlett2angel: half skipping half dancing as my hips sway between your hands smiles 

and spins in circles while i grip your hips harder with my fingertips 

jakeloves to fish: nice slow grind movements 

scarlett2angel: kisses your cheek..rocks my hips left and right as my fingers tug you 

closer and whispers dont stop now  

D r a z: watches heart as she contacts her hillbilly bone  

D r a z: yeee haw  

bleedingheart26: swaying my hips left and right.. rocking my head softly... raising our 

hands together in the air.. giggles* 

Sasha_J79: lol Draz 

scarlett2angel: winks pushs her back against the wall pushs her arms over her 

head.....smiles and nibbles your nck and shoulder 

jakeloves to fish: waiting for a low gasp 

bleedingheart26: ohh myyy...bites my my lips..  

scarlett2angel: groansssssss and nips one earlobe then the other a si pin the sexy dancer 

against the wall looks into your eyes and nibbles down between your tits as my hips 

sway to this  

GetnFitGirl: ooh wow 

scarlett2angel: looks up at her relax baby ,,,,drops down and nibbles in circles as the wall 

moaves against your back while i push your hips back mmmmmm thats it heart move 

them like this  

bleedingheart26: errrr... gulps.. knees trembling ..trying to stand still..wraps my arms on 

your shoulder.. 

bleedingheart26: with a throaty voice whispered in your ear.."what do we call this dance 

again... " 

scarlett2angel: rocks my head side to side making my hair fly around ..and drops almost 

to my knees ..smiles up at you an lets my hands move your hips with the music as i tease 

your tummy with the tip of my tongue 

scarlett2angel: * A angel tease * 

scarlett2angel: winks and rolls my tongue in circles while my fingertips push yopu up and 

pulls you to me making you bump and grind..licks my lips and rocks my shoulders with 

the beat of this song 

D r a z: smiles at scarlett and heart  as the beat moves them  

scarlett2angel: slowly stands and takes your right hand in mine..spins heart around and 

pulls her to the center of the room  

D r a z: watching the girls spin out into the floor ................ watching them set  the room 

on fire 

 



 

scarlett2angel: winks and dances around heart  

bleedingheart26: yayyy... and pats some more.. slightly groping.. giggles*  

garrett523: I am herescarlett2angel: mmmmmm thats better 

D r a z: laffs 

scarlett2angel: wiggles my ass and dances around in a smaller circle 

garrett523: *whistles as scarlett dances* 

scarlett2angel: winks if heart squeezed your ass you would too garrett 

garrett523: it's never happened... so I wouldn''t know... lol 

bleedingheart26: laughs* 

bleedingheart26: hands strokes along the back and use finger pressure along the sides of 

the back of scarlett.. leading up.. just like that.. winks @ garrett.. giggles* 

garrett523: lol  

scarlett2angel: closes my eyes and sways my hips mmmmmm thats it.. 

scarlett2angel: rocks my shoulders as hearts hands make me move left and right 

between them while my ass grinds and pushs back against her while she leads me 

around the dance floor 

garrett523: *watches the two ladies and smiles* 

bleedingheart26: making small circular motions.. finger pressures along the back.. and on 

the hollow close to the hairline.. giggles* 

scarlett2angel: turns my head ..smiles at heart and shimmys my shoulders so my long 

hair covers my tits as you dance clsoer behind me  

bleedingheart26: smiles back at scarlett.. hands slides on her sides.. making her hips 

sway with mine..  

scarlett2angel: puursssssss and moves between your hands..rocks left than right with my 

eyes wide open  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm feels her warmth as she pulls me back against your soft skin 

makes me bite my bottom lip and wiggle with the tune more 

bleedingheart26: hips are moving side to side keeping it sexy and  slow...  

bleedingheart26: giving her a little naughty nibble on her earlobe.. winks* 

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips my arms wave over my head and archs against heart more 

as she tugs and bites my ear makes me squirm more 

Bee: the two ladies look incredible there draz, you are a great host. :  

D r a z:  they are  a class on their own  

garrett523: *whistles for the two lovelies on the dancefloor 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head kisses hearts right cheek she pulls me tight to her making 

my hips grind in circles with the music and usesarchs more  

Bee: I agree, and the way the move is quite mezmerizing.  

bleedingheart26: his sways to the  beat.. feeling the music.. hands caressing slowly down 

your body and up to your neck.. down to your sides..  

scarlett2angel: purssssssssssss in hearts ear..rocks my hips and lets your hands guide me 

side to side as my hair sways left and right while the music moves us  

KevinT38: snow melting faster, from the temperarture rising in the room 



sloanerichards: *thinking that if Heart and Scarlett are not careful the fire supression system in the 

room is going to go off*  

garrett523:  lol 

bleedingheart26: Steps backs a little.. sexily grinding.. make it all the way down low..  

lightly groping her tush.. giggles* 

KevinT38: I think that more than that will be going off....*winks* 

scarlett2angel: winks at heart..tugs her earlobe as her touch makes me grind and sway 

between her hands more  

D r a z:  smiles watching the girls dance 

scarlett2angel: turns around smiles and sl;ips my right knee between yours ..slips my 

arms over and around your neck smiles mmmm heart  

bleedingheart26: groans at the naughty tugging.. rotating our hips in rhythm with the 

music.. our movements fluid and sensual... 

Bee: I need a cold shower already.  

garrett523: *smiles sitting in his chair* 

scarlett2angel: rocks my hip up and back..grips your shoulders and rocks harder with the 

beat letting my hip an tummy grind against your 

scarlett2angel: looks into your eyes ..rolling my hips an lets your fingertips tug me closer 

as the song changes and moves with you in and out of the darkness  

bleedingheart26: in the darkness.. supporting your back and grabbing her free leg as I let 

her  arch backward.. raising her leg as high as she can as she drops her head back... 

leaning and bending forward to plant a playful kiss into her neck..  

garrett523: there are times I wish i could see in the dark... 

scarlett2angel: smiles archs and rocks my top half with the music......slides my leg up 

your thigh .....looking into your eyes mmmmmm thats it heart as i rock side to side  

garrett523: though not applicable in this situation... I doubt I would be welcome to go 

over and start groping around 

scarlett2angel: winks at garrett from the dark corner..rocks against heart as she pull me 

clsoer making my back arch and my arms wave over our heads  

scarlett2angel: opens my eyes....smiles and tugs on hearts hair while we move with the 

slow music..using the beat to roll our hips in and out of the darkness 

garrett523: *shakes his head and laughs* I need alcohol... lol 

bleedingheart26: dancing closer more than it should be.. brushing up against each 

other... hands pleasurably wandering in the dark.. just enough not to break the rules.. 

grins..  

scarlett2angel: omg heart we drove garrett to drink 

scarlett2angel: groansssssss rules what rules.....spins you around ..pushs you against the 

wall and kissses you as the song ends  

bleedingheart26: hmmmm.. grinsss.. so sweet is your kissss and delectable lips.. 

scarlett2angel: steps back winks at the room and turns back to the swxy heart as i pin 

her against the wall and kisses her again harder  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm ty baby for the dances,,winks and lifts your 

arms over your head smiles and looks down your sweet body as my knees pushs between 

yours and licks my lips any man or woman would love to take you right now  



scarlett2angel: slips my hand into yours squeezes and walks back into the lights of the 

room to the bar letting the men see what a beauty we have here 

bleedingheart26: gasps erotically..... ohh geezzzz scarlett... would you.. mumbles 

nervously..(thinking of some random key)? winks* 

bleedingheart26: giggles* 

garrett523: lol very nice 

D r a z: smiles looking overat scarlett and heart ,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,great you two  

scarlett2angel: smiles and rests against the bar can we get a drink Draz? 

garrett523: put it on my tab please... it would be an honor to buy the ladies a ddrink 

bleedingheart26: blushes* some pineapple here plss.. drazz.. smiles* 

D r a z:  slips two bottles of water to scarlett and  passes scarlett a  key  

 

 

bleedingheart26  and Ivan_Skavinsky 

bleedingheart26: takes Ivan's hands.. offers him a sweet friendly dance.. smiles** 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Takes Heart hands and joins her on the dance floor. 

bleedingheart26: smiles* places my left hand on his shoulder.. the other holdingour 

hands together.. swaying to the relaxing song.. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Gaves into her twinkling eyes as she sways to the rhythm. 

bleedingheart26: sways to the left and to the right... and spins myself holding his hands 

up.. giggles8 

bleedingheart26: tuneeeeeeeeee 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Holds Hearts hand aloft and catches her at the end of the spin. 

bleedingheart26: smiles** places my both hands on his chest.. as i slowly sway my hips 

in rhythm with him... eyes smiling...  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Slips my hand around Heart and draws her closer. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: You're a very sensual dancer, Heart. 

bleedingheart26: tosses my head slowly backward.. feeling the iintoxicationg song... 

arms wrapped around ivan's neck.. 

bleedingheart26: sways and does the side steps.. contently enjoying the warm hands of 

Ivan around my waist..  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Draws Heart closer and continues to dance to the next number. 

bleedingheart26: smiles* sways and spins myself once more.. pulls him close to me as I 

turn back around.. giving him a quick sweet gentle kiss on his cheeks... smiles* 

whispers.. thank you so much for the dance, Ivan.. smiles** 

D r a z: smiles watching the dancers  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Hugs Heart tightly to return the kiss.  We should do this more often. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: The pleasure was all mine, Heart. 

bleedingheart26: smiles* yes sure...and thank yo again Ivan.. hugssss 

 

bleedingheart26 and tigerzjill 



bleedingheart26: smiles* and walks towards jill.. may I have the pleasure of dancing 

with you jill? 

tigerzjill: smiles and offers my hand to heart  

bleedingheart26: smiles* and takes jill's hand.. leading us both to the dance floor... 

bleedingheart26: wraps my one hand on her waist... the other holding her left hand...  

tigerzjill: smooths the fabric of my short summery dress and walks with heart  

bleedingheart26: spin her around as we rached the center... pulling her softly back in 

me..  

tigerzjill: my short purple dress twirls as we spin  

tigerzjill: sliding my hand on your hip and one in your hand  

bleedingheart26: smiles and rests her hand around my hip... mine on her shoulder... 

other hands holding each other near our chests.. 

bleedingheart26: our hips swaying fluidly to the music... 

tigerzjill: leaning in close feeling your soft touch and inhaling your scent  

bleedingheart26: eyes sparkling as I rock or hips together.. pressing myself closer to 

her.. hands slides on her sides...  

tigerzjill: i can feel my heart beating faster as we press our willing bodies close together  

tigerzjill: enjoying your touch on my body  

Al_dente_: my eyes smile at yours then my gaze drifts down to your breasts 

tigerzjill: my hand slides around your hips  

tigerzjill: rubbing soflty  

bleedingheart26: mmm.. sensually caressing your hips with mine...  

bleedingheart26: gasps at your playful rubs..  

tigerzjill: i slide my hand to squeeze your nice bottom and giggles softly against you  

bleedingheart26: hissssed and giggles*  spin you around once more.. trying to control 

myself from doing more naughty things...  

RocketManFL: watches intently 

RocketManFL: <<< wishing i was heart 

bleedingheart26: hands slides on your swaying graceful hips.... 

tigerzjill: smiles and spins my lil purple dress lifts up giving a glimpse of my upper thighs  

Al_dente_: smiling and laughing as I hold you and watch you dance on me... 

tigerzjill: i slide a hand into your soft hair brushing it from your pretty face  

Al_dente_: looking closely into your eyes... 

bleedingheart26: down to the hem of your dress... mindlessly caressing your upper 

thighs... 

bleedingheart26: smiles* with eyes full of overwhelming desire... takes your hand to my 

lips.. hips slowly swaying... 

tigerzjill: fingers still trailing in your soft hair staring into your deep eyes  

tigerzjill: pressing my hips against yours  

bleedingheart26: plants a gentle kiss on your knuckle... smiles* savoring the warmth 

from your body... 

bleedingheart26: winks and thumbs up to Al.. 

tigerzjill: mmm as you kiss my hand i blush slightly  

tigerzjill: pressing my cheek close to yours enjoying the feel of your skin on mine  



bleedingheart26: smiles* slips a lock of your auburn hair back.. tucking it behind your 

ear.. smiles* 

bleedingheart26: one hand dares to slide down your swaying hips... and into your bum.. 

lightly groping... blushes* 

tigerzjill: lets out a soft and content sigh as i turn to kiss your cheek letting my soft warm 

lips touch your skin  

bleedingheart26: turns my head into you...  and plants a tender kiss.. just beside your 

luscious lips... eyes silently asking to kiss more.. 

tigerzjill: feels your hand and presses my hips instinctively closer to yours  

 

tigerzjill: i gasp softly when you suprise me with such a sweet kiss  

tigerzjill: i look in your eyes and turn my head to meet your lips with mine  

bleedingheart26: sighsss erotically as our lips touch each other.. deepening the kiss... 

tigerzjill: letting my lips open inviting your tongue into my warm mouth  

bleedingheart26: felt the world starts to spin as i courageously slips my tongue out.. 

probimg your delicate lips... 

bleedingheart26: hips swaying together..... more sensually slow... 

tigerzjill: closing my eyes losing myself to the world as our tongues meet exploring your 

mouth  

tigerzjill: feels like our hearts are beating together as one  

bleedingheart26: tries to take all the effort to part my lips from yours.. eyes smiling... and 

plants another kiss once more..  

bleedingheart26: hands wandering around your body parts... 

daviddirects: smiles...relaxes...this is very nice to watch...  

bleedingheart26: trying not to break any rules... 

tigerzjill: running my hands along your sides up against the curves of your breasts as we 

sway in perfect rhythm  

bleedingheart26: slightly archs my back as your hands playfully touch my sensitive skin... 

bleedingheart26: spin you around... pulling you back.. pressing your bum closer to me...  

RocketManFL: <<secretly willing a slight rule break by the ladies 

RocketManFL: lol 

tigerzjill: mmm grinding my bottom against you  

bleedingheart26: brushing your hair in one side... planting a gentle kiss on your silky soft 

shoulder..  

tigerzjill: realizing how warm i suddenly feel from the dancing and the heat of you 

against me  

tigerzjill: i reach behind to unzip the back of my dress  

tigerzjill: letting the cool room air touch my pale skin on my back and shoulders  

tigerzjill: revealing the back of my lacy purple bra  

bleedingheart26: ohhh my.... looks around and presses myself closer to her... wanting to 

be selfish... blushing* 

bleedingheart26: left arm wraps around her waist.. the other runs languidly to her fair 

bare skin... 

bleedingheart26: leans forward to whisper on her ear.. 



tigerzjill: blushes and smiles looking in hearts pretty eyes  

tigerzjill: i whisper soflty back into your ear....  

bleedingheart26: "mm... you're making me ohh soo warm and thirsty jill.. smiles*  bites 

my lip... and nibble on her earlobe... as i dare to unzip her dress a little more down... 

hands trembling.. 

tigerzjill: blushes as i feel my short purple dress sliding off my shoulders  

tigerzjill: not wanting the magical feeling of you against me to stop  

tigerzjill: tingles shooting all through me as you nibble my sensitve earlobe  

tigerzjill: the cool air of the room making my nipples tense against the soft lace of my bra  

D r a z: smiles at jill as her body reveals  

bleedingheart26: ohh myy.. minds restlessly saying... "behave behave behave" but the 

hands has a mind of its own... wandering up to her tumme and to her chests.. rying to 

avoid the firm breasts.. 

bleedingheart26: slides it down to her sides... as i grind myself lower.. swaying my hips...  

tigerzjill: my lacey bra comes into full view...i look around the room to see if anyone 

notices  

D r a z: smiles at  jill noticing 

daviddirects: notices  

bleedingheart26: hands slides from her hips and to her thighs... and grinds up again...  

tigerzjill: blushing but not wanting to stop  

bleedingheart26: feeling my breasts touch the softness of her back... 

tigerzjill: mmmmmmmm my whole body is tingling  

bleedingheart26: takes her hands on mine... letting them slide together on her gorgeous  

hips and thighs.. 

tigerzjill: i turn to face you looking deep into your eyes  

bleedingheart26: spinning her lightly once more.. grabbing her left thigh up on my hips...  

tigerzjill: i smile and let you know without words how excited you have me right now  

tigerzjill: i step back from you and let the dress slide down my back and i wiggle to let it 

slide over my hips  

tigerzjill: down my legs and onto the dancefloor  

D r a z: smiles watching the dress slither down 

tigerzjill: blushing i move to press my body against you in my lil lacey purple bra and 

matching bikini panties  

bleedingheart26: ohhh myyyy... eyes excitedly opens wider as it savors the beautiful 

sight of your almost naked body... 

bleedingheart26: geeezzzzzusssss forgive me.... as i wrap my arms around her slender 

waist...  

tigerzjill: i press closer to you opening my mouth hungry for your kiss  

bleedingheart26: savors the warmness emitted by her skin... leaning forward and gives 

her a more needing  kiss...  

bleedingheart26: hands running up and down her spine... 

bleedingheart26: tongue's bolder and wilder... as it hungrily tangles with yours... 

tigerzjill: sucking on your tongue as it slides into my mouth  

bleedingheart26: teasingly stops the torrid kiss... and run my hand into your neck.. 



staring at your eyes.. 

bleedingheart26: swaying my hips down once more... lips lightly touching your skin.. 

bleedingheart26: leaving warm breath between your breasts.. down to your tummy and 

to your navel.. grinding slowly down... 

tigerzjill: omg my legs trembling  

D r a z: places the key  to room 18 0n the bar  

bleedingheart26: hands sliding at your sides.. hips... halts and  gropes your bum... 

swaying on a squat position.. lips just above your bikinis waistband... 

bleedingheart26: and ups again..... 

bleedingheart26: smiles* hmmmm.. and looks at the keys.. looking back at jill... silently 

waiting for an answer... 

tigerzjill: nods  

bleedingheart26: smiles* 

bleedingheart26: shyly walks back in the bar..   

bleedingheart26: and takes the room key.. 

 

 

scarlett2angel and bleedingheart26 

scarlett2angel: takes hearts hand come dance with me 

bleedingheart26: giggles* 

bleedingheart26: yayyyy... and lets scar led me closer to her..  

scarlett2angel: steps back smiles and leads her onto the floor rolls my hips and shakes 

my hair loose as we start to move to the slow tune 

bleedingheart26: starts to sway my hips from right to left.. hmmm looks at her firm..hmm.  

scarlett2angel: slips my hands onto your soft hips tugs ..and smiles.... 

KevinT38: sitting on the edge of the chair, wathcing Scar and heart 

bleedingheart26: grins and and reach her hands with mine.. hips swayin..  

stagforyou_1: pawing at the stall door..trying to get out 

scarlett2angel: winks as we move in circles on the dance floor...moving in and out of the 

darkplaces letting my fingertips grip your hips 

bleedingheart26: giggles at the tickling fingertips.. follow her around from place to another where 

she wants me to be..  

D r a z: watches heart and scarlett ............they a whole nutha thing ! 

scarlett2angel: slowly rocks myh hips with hers..while we move closer..letting the blues 

make us sway left and right ..lets you pull me ina dark corner ..blushs and looks into your 

eyes 

stagforyou_1: fingers doing the walking......reminds me of a advert on tv 

scarlett2angel: ohhh heart you have been practicing ..winks and rocks with you and 

slides my right knee between your legs as you tug me closer letting the music make us 

rock in and out of the dark corner 

bleedingheart26: grins* and stroke her silky hair..  one hand on her waist.. steps backward 

swaying.. pulling her to me till my back reach some wall.. and winks at her.. opssss 



scarlett2angel: whimperes as you push me against the wall....slides my knee up higher 

and archs to the music  

scarlett2angel: mmmmm heart looks deep into your eyes as you pin me and makes my 

hips thrust with the beat  

bleedingheart26: smiles* grabs your legs and rests them on right hip.. stroking your thighs as i 

sway our hips with the other..  

scarlett2angel: smiles at Lia from the dark corner heart has me trapped in  

scarlett2angel: archs my body against hers..bites my tongue to keep from making sounds 

like on this song 

bleedingheart26: holds a strong grip on her legs and support her back. as i push her down 

backward and back up to me...  

KevinT38: watching scar and heart in the against the wall, trying to figure which leg 

belongs to whom 

joyful lia: settles into my chair  

scarlett2angel: puurssssss as my ass and shoulders push against the wall and my arms 

lift over my head ..crossing my wrists as hearts knee pushs my thighs apart more and 

rocks against her 

bleedingheart26: gulps... as i spread her legs apart with mine.. pinning her harder on the wall.. 

caressing her neck and sides as i grind myself down..  

scarlett2angel: looks over her shoulder out of the darkness..smiles and wonders why it 

got so quiet 

stagforyou_1: ...sat on my hands here...just in case 

scarlett2angel: sways my hips looks down and tosses my head back making the wall 

grind against my shoulders as the music rocks me  

bleedingheart26: wonders if the moan sound comes from the speaker or from my dance partner... 

sways my hips back up again.. hands still roams scarletts slender body..  

KevinT38: I need to rethink my seating strategy...too far from everything 

KevinT38: watching scar and heart as I make my way across the room, bumping into 

chairs 

stagforyou_1: and someone as made sure stall door stays locked   

joyful lia: oh no stag  

bleedingheart26: pressing myself closer to her warmness.. breasts collides with ecstacy.. takes her 

hands and raised them higher above her head.. 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head whispers to heart and lets her touch make me squirm and 

push back against the wall more  

scarlett2angel: sways my lower body letting my long hair hang down the center of my 

back an tickles my butt  

bleedingheart26: one hand pinning her hands.. the other slides around her waist and down to her 

firm bum.. squeezing them with delight..  

KevinT38: this is a much better place to sit...better view of scar and heart and having lia 

next to me is very nice 

scarlett2angel: rolls my head right and left as hearts touch makes my knees weak as she 

pins me more and makes my hips rock side to side an brush my ass against the wall  



bleedingheart26: uhmmmm.. sways my hips slower.. grinding them on scarletts left leg.. leans to 

her ear and whispers.. "you got a nice bad attitude.. and im lovin it.." and bitebthe earlobe just lightly 

scarlett2angel: winks...dont spread that around....rocks between you and the 

wall....smiles and pushs against you 

bleedingheart26: pulls myself back a little and turns around.. my back in front of you now.. taking 

your hands in mine.. wrapping them around my waist.. swaying to the new beat..  

scarlett2angel: grips your hips winks at the room as we move into the light..... 

scarlett2angel: spins around and lets my hair fly as it slaps your butt and kisses your 

cheek 

D r a z: watches the girls coem back in thelight 

bleedingheart26: leading ys both to the center.. letting the light compliment your gorgeous bod... 

dancing.. swaying..  

bleedingheart26: oppssss.. hey.. giggles* 

bleedingheart26: and kisses your cheeks back..  

scarlett2angel: takes your hand spins you around and swats your cute butt and skips 

around the room  

joyful lia: just think , heart used to be so shy,lol  

D r a z:  laffs yes lia  

bleedingheart26: blushes* too loud for a whisper lia.. giggles* and blushes even more..  

 

scarlett2angel 

back..stops next to Lia ..looks around ,,,leans down and whispers  

joyful lia: ohhh listens  

D r a z: laffswatching scarlett in a conspiratorial huddle with lia  

joyful lia: :-O  

joyful lia: holy moly!  

scarlett2angel: smiles plays with my top then moves baqck to my seat to give you time to 

think about it 

Master_joe: this like the old west   got a shotgun under the bar? 

joyful lia: lol  

joyful lia: well umm scarlett.i dont need  much time..im very umm open to that  

D r a z: that s right,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. notice no bottles within easy reach of customers  

joyful lia: lol  

scarlett2angel: smiles,,,,,, im easy......as my fingertips play with the zipper keeping my 

top in place an looks over at You  

D r a z: winks at scarlett..watchig the fingerson the zipper 

scarlett2angel: hears this song..smiles and stands as i move back over to you winks at 

Draz and moves in behind Lia rolls my hips and lets my fingertips slide down each of Her 

arms as my lower body rocks behind the chair 

joyful lia: mmmm..wiggles alil in my seat  

joyful lia: grins  



scarlett2angel: uses my chin to move Your hair away from Your neck ...nibbles just a bit 

and tugs on your right earlobe as my fingertips tease each of Your hips  

scarlett2angel: mmmmm lia i whimper.....as my hips and shoulders move with the music 

...while i rock side behind You bumping the chair and walks around infront of You  

D r a z: smiles watching the fingertips  and can almost taste lia myself 

joyful lia: mmmmm  

joyful lia: swallows hard  

scarlett2angel: tosses my hair back over each of my shoulders,,,,winks and places my 

hands on each of Your knees as my hips sway left and right letting my feet slide apart an 

looks into Your eyes  

scarlett2angel: wets my lips with the tip of my tongue as my fingertips squeeze and start 

moving up each of Your thighs while my hips and top half of my body move to the music  

joyful lia: looks to you...blushes feeling the heat of your hands  

joyful lia: fans myself with a lab coaster  

scarlett2angel: leans in ..warms Your neck with my breath and pushs Your legs open 

some as my knees brush against Yours using the music to move closer...not taking my 

eyes off Yours 

scarlett2angel: sits down..bites my bottom lip and sways to one side than the other as 

my fingers play with Your top and hair..letting You feel my weight on each of Your knees 

while i let my eyes hold Yours for a few minutes 

D r a z: smiles watching scarlett ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, as she teases lia  

joyful lia: oh my...eeps  

joyful lia: smiles looking deep into your pretty eyes  

scarlett2angel: rocks my shoulders sending my hair down my back,,,,reachs up and 

unzips my white top letting Lia see how sweaty my skin is as i tug the zipper down to just 

below my breasts while i wiggle on Her lap with the music  

joyful lia: seeing the water droplets on her warm flesh..smiling as they trail down the valley between 

each full breast  

scarlett2angel: smiles at Her ..leans closer and kisses Her left ear.....puursssssss and lets 

my knees squeeze Hers as the music fills the room  

D r a z: winks at scarlett as the wiggle   induces a jigggle ofbreasts  

scarlett2angel: looks around ..slowys stands and smirks ..turns and shakes my hair 

whispers i wonder if i should???? 

joyful lia: lol  

joyful lia: oh my  

scarlett2angel: winks back over my shoulder at Lia and wiggles my ass at Her  

scarlett2angel: unzips my top all the way down ..smiles as some cool air tickles my skin 

as droplets of water drip down betwen my breasts and down my tummy..winks at the 

room an sits back down on Lia's knees archs my back and smiles at Her  

D r a z: winks at scarlett ................... oh yeahhhhh 

Master_joe: something cold draz please 

scarlett2angel: giggles as She gets a knock on the door and the phone rings at the same 

time lol 

D r a z: passes joe a bottleofcold water  in a mug full of ice  



Master_joe: mm ty 

joyful lia: lol..damnit  

scarlett2angel: sits still but there is no where to hide  

scarlett2angel: giggles maybe they wont notice me sitting here 

D r a z: lafffs 

 

 

 

 

kelli-: hands high .. does a slinky dance around Gab 

kelli-: knees slightly bend thrusting my hips to the slowish beat 

Gabriela92: slithers my hands up and down Kelli's rib cage... 

kelli-: leans back against Gab 

Gabriela92: standing behind, matching her movements 

kelli-: back of my head on Gabs shoulder as we shadow  

RocketManFL: woo hoo ladies  

D r a z: looks over as the girls rock  it out 

Gabriela92: swaying hips left and right, thrusting them quickly... 

D r a z: i aint complaining  

Gabriela92: then grinds the front of my jeans into her backside.... 

Gabriela92: reaches around and slips my hands down into her front pockets.... 

kelli-: my little skin tight yoga shorts and half tank working with Gabs moves 

D r a z: smiling watchin  the girsls bumpinto each other 

Gabriela92: oh, those aren't her pockets!!!! 

Gabriela92: apologize profusely to Kelli.....whew! 

RocketManFL: << wills wardrobe malfunnction  

kelli-: hands move over my head and pull Gabs head gently beside mine and kiss her 

cheek... not to worry Gab 

kelli-: grinds my butt against you as we dance  

Gabriela92: slides my thumbs slowly back and forth across the inside of Kelli's 

waistband... 

  

kelli-: whispers in Gabs ear.. the swirls my tongue  

kelli-: then 

kelli-: nibbles the ear lobe 

Gabriela92: smiles at the whisper, batting my eyelashes a few times... 

kelli-: wanna dance on the bar with me Gab? 

Gabriela92: sure, Kelli.... <hops up on a stool and steps across> 

kelli-: follows Gab 

D r a z:  looks along the bar as the girls  dance along 

Gabriela92: swings both my arms left and right as I sway my hips in the same directions. 



Ruffrider1: looks at kelli and gabri  

D r a z:  watches those hips switch to the rolling beat 

kelli-: strutts around Gab  

kelli-: clapping to the beat  

Gabriela92: kicks off my heels and dances barefoot on the cool, dark, smooth, hard wood. 

kelli-: nothing like some smooth, hard, wood 

Gabriela92: swivels my hips in fast, tight circles, clapping overhead.... 

kelli-: standing with my feet apart .. hands on hips .. upper body moving to the beat.. hair 

flying 

RocketManFL: look sdown, didnt think you could se kelli  

Gabriela92: shuffles up close to Kelli.... 

Ruffrider1: smiles...enjoys watching kelli and gabri dancing...sleek body movements  

kelli-: smiles and claps the beat over my head 

Gabriela92: slides my front up and down on her, grinning wickedly... 

kelli-: hands on Gabs shoulders  

kelli-: moves in tight 

trisha_29: wb liaaaaaaaaa 

kelli-: fingers move into Gabs hair .. eyes narrow ... licks my lips 

D r a z: winks at the girls as they  move against each other  ........... 

kelli-: straddles Gabs thigh .. dirty dancing  

Gabriela92: drops my forearms onto Kelli's shoulders, interlacing my fingers behind her 

head.... 

kelli-: my face inches from Gabs.. eyes locked as we dirty dance 

Gabriela92: unsnaps the button on my jeans, then takes Kelli's hand and places her 

finger and thumb on my zipper tab... 

D r a z:  watches as the heat builds on the bar  

Gabriela92: gyrates a bit as Kelli holds it.... 

joyful lia: smiles..snuggles into the lounger with P 

kelli-: slowly moves around behind Gab.. finger and thumb never leaving the tab...  

kelli-: other hand moves to Gabs hip from behind 

kelli-: grinds against Gabs back as I slowly tug the zipper  

Gabriela92: humps the air slowly as Kelli lowers the slider on the zipper... 

kelli-: slips the zipper all the way down 

D r a z:  woo hoo ........oh yeah  .........  

kelli-: hands tug the jeans 

Phedre: *smiles and presses a soft kiss to the hollow behind lia's ear 

kelli-: let go of the jeans and work up Gabs body from behind  

Gabriela92: slowly grinds my hips as I feel the tight denim slide off, leaving my bright 

yellow lace boyshort in place.... 

joyful lia: smiles..pulling your arms tight 

D r a z: smiles seeing the tight shorts   

Gabriela92: steps out of the collapsed jeans that have gathered at my ankles... 

Phedre: *laughs softly and shakes my head wrapping Lia up tight in my arms*  

kelli-: pulling Gabs top up as my hands move up her smooth body 



Gabriela92: having to shake the left foot out of the snug fabric... 

Gabriela92: runs my fingertips over my bare tummy as Kelli uncovers it... 

kelli-: pulls the top up and over Gabs head ... swirls it as I dance hard to the beat 

kelli-: smiles at Gab as I inhale her from the stolen top 

Gabriela92: lets my arms slowly fall after the top comes off, rubbing my hands gently up 

and down the outside of my legs, from hip to mid-thigh... 

D r a z: gathers the dropped clothes and places behid the bar  

kelli-: dancing back behind Gab as I toss the top to Draz 

D r a z: looks up from the best view in the house 

D r a z: catches the top and slips it in the back pack 

kelli-: it's my top now Gab LOL 

Gabriela92: slides my fingers up my torso, soon cupping a handful of yellow lace bra in 

each palm and adjusting myself within them.... 

D r a z:  watching the hands ... find myself making breast shapes with my fingers  

kelli-: from behind Gab.. my hands move around her ribs and down over her tummie and 

around her waist 

Gabriela92: bends slightly forward, pushing my backside into Kelli a bit.... 

kelli-: mmmmmm... pressing forward and grinding as my hands pull Gabs hips back tight  

D r a z: watching bodies moving as one   

Gabriela92: turns to face Kelli, letting our pelvises merge as if they're glued together.... 

D r a z: swaying ......in andout an dside toside to the beat  

kelli-: moving in unison with Gab .. hands around hips and back  

Gabriela92: reaches down between us.... 

Gabriela92: pushes the waistbands of our panties down just as low as I dare, letting the 

smooth skin of our taut tummies slide back and forth on one another... 

kelli-: hands move up your body .. pulling you tight as we sway and grind 

D r a z: smiles seeing the damp tummies stick together    

kelli-: giggles .. as it occurs to me.. panties? 

D r a z:     swing  these rythmn and blues into  the night 

D r a z: sings .............fire it up   

D r a z: looks up on the bar  

kelli-: where'd we go? 

kelli-: giggles 

Gabriela92: somehow lost in the moment, I guess.... hee, hee. 

D r a z: looks over the bar to see if gabri and kelli fell off 

kelli-: peeks up over the edge of the bar at Draz down the other end 

 

 

Kelli 

kelli-: closes eyes and rocks in my chair to the music 

kelli-: plays air guitar 

hdroadking296: watches kelli paly the git tar 



kelli-: Draz.. shall we welcome nikki with a dance? 

D r a z: sureyou can kelli  

kelli-: gimme like skyn 

kelli-: 2 or 3.. then out 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

kelli-: this is to let you know what we do here Nikki 

D r a z: nikki  you watching ?   

nikki o: oh hell yeah! 

kelli-: rocks the bar with my short wrap skirt and tank top 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: body rocking 

kelli-: clapping out the beat 

nikki o: raisin my hands with ya 

tigerzjill: woohoo kelli  

kelli-: slowly turns 

kelli-: smiles at the feed back 

D r a z: rock this joint the way its meant to be  

kelli-: hips swivel  

nikki o: shakin that booty 

kelli-: works my body to the beat 

kelli-: shimmyyyyyyy 

kelli-: hands high 

nikki o: watchin Kelli work it!! 

kelli-: swivels 

kelli-: spins the skirt out high 

kelli-: works my way down the bar  

kelli-: claps out the beat 

D r a z: smiles watching the skirt twirl  around  

kelli-: stops infront of the boys 

kelli-: playing air guitar 

kelli-: leans back  

D r a z: win ks at  kelli  

kelli-: heel pounding the beat on the bar 

nikki o: woooo, work it Kelli!! 

kelli-: shakes my ass at Draz and laffs 

kelli-: spins and slows down 

kelli-: left left left right left  

kelli-: working the beat 

D r a z: shes a naughty little girls and she knows it 

kelli-: body swaying back and forth  

nikki o: watchin Kelli, shakin my head back and forth to the beat 

kelli-: licks my fingers 

kelli-: smiles  

nikki o: nice touch! 



kelli-: place the wet fingers on my tight and pulls back .. ouch .. hot 

kelli-: thigh 

kelli-: Laffs 

kelli-: hands work up my body 

kelli-: slowly slipping my tank higher  

nikki o: keepi my eyes in Kelli 

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: ties the tank under my boobs 

kelli-: hands move slowly over my skin 

kelli-: workin the beat with my hips 

D r a z: smiles watching the naughty little  girl  

kelli-: slowly turning 

D r a z: wb gabri hugsssssssssss 

kelli-: swivels on the profile 

kelli-: working down 

hdroadking296:      

bleedingheart26: sits next to myls.. grins at the sexy dancer..  

kelli-: unties the tank  

kelli-: crosses my arms  

mylstoknowhere: smiles to heart  

kelli-: tugs it off over my head 

nikki o: shakin my head back and forth to the beat 

kelli-: twirls it around and around 

kelli-: tight thin bandeau letting everyone know I'm having fun  

hdroadking296: purrrrrrrrrrfect 

kelli-: lets the tank top fly 

kelli-: slowly turns hands on my hips .. working my ass 

bleedingheart26: winks @ mylss.. as the tank top flies up in the air.. 

nikki o: nice work! 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder at Nikki and winks as the tank loands on HD's head 

kelli-: lands 

kelli-: giggles  

nikki o: big smile 

hdroadking296: shacks my head  

kelli-: turns my back  

bleedingheart26: sighs.. im so lousy at catching.. lucky you HD.. giggles* 

kelli-: leans forward 

mylstoknowhere: winks & grins to heart 

kelli-: slowly shakes my butt to the rhythm 

kelli-: legs pick up the new beat 

kelli-: strutts down the bar 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: hips swaying 



kelli-: swiveling 

kelli-: working the beat 

kelli-: does a slow moon walk back up the bar 

hdroadking296: follows kelli 

kelli-: swivels my hips and stops infront of road 

kelli-: toes on the edge of the bar 

hdroadking296: watches kellis hips 

kelli-: yeah .. it's my goal to help the guys "relax" 

D r a z:  slaps out the beat on the bar watching kelli  

kelli-: hips thrust as I play air guitar 

hdroadking296: nods my head 

kelli-: sways back and forth .. looking down at road 

kelli-: licks my lips 

kelli-: hands move down over my tummie 

hdroadking296: licks my lips 

kelli-: slowly turns  

hdroadking296: rocks to kellis beat 

kelli-: hips swaying 

kelli-: to the beat 

kelli-: unbuttons the wrap skirt 

kelli-: pulls and lets it fly 

kelli-: the tiny thong not hiding much  

hdroadking296: eyes wide open 

kelli-: shakes my ass at road 

kelli-: flexes my butt muscles to the beat 

hdroadking296: watches kellis ass shakin 

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: hands on hips as the music changes 

kelli-: lifts legs high to the beat 

bleedingheart26: wowww.. wonders where the skirt landed..  

kelli-: moves around the bar 

kelli-: slow provocative dance 

kelli-: sway and swivel  

kelli-: to the edge of the bar infront of road 

kelli-: hands on hips.. feet apart .. looking down as my body sways 

D r a z: slides the skirt in kelli’s back pack 

hdroadking296: looks up and grins 

kelli-: hands slowly move down my body to my thighs 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: watching you watch me 

kelli-: leans back .. air guitar 

kelli-: watching as I slowly move .. leaning back  

Gabriela92: eyes slide up Kelli's form from knees to hips to waist... 

Gabriela92: taking in every inch... 



kelli-: leaning back farther 

kelli-: head touching the bar behind me 

HypnoHealer: leaves a100 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

kelli-: collapse 

D r a z: stands by the side of the bar with a fresh warm fluffy robe as kelli finishes  her 

dance........... an offers it up to her   

hdroadking296:          

kelli-: skips over to Draz .. slips my arms in the robe 

hdroadking296: ty kelli 

D r a z: smiles and slides the robe over  kelli ............. and ties  the belt around it ] 

kelli-: thanx Draz  

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: kissss 

kelli-: see Nikki .. ? 

kelli-: smiles 

nikki o: it was amazing!!! 

bleedingheart26: stands and clappsssss...  

kelli-: thank you 

tigerzjill: stands clapping for kelli's wonderful dance  

kelli-: thank you Jill 

Gabriela92: applauds Kelli and grabs a bottled water for her to rehydrate. 

bleedingheart26: great as always kelli..!! 

kelli-: thanx Gab 

kelli-: takes a drink 

D r a z: applauds ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.BRAVO well done  kelli  

kelli-: thank you Draz.. good selections 

kelli-: can't do it without the music .. smiles 

D r a z: glad  you enjoyed it   

kelli-: ^5's Draz 

D r a z: ^5  kelli  

 

 

kelli-: plants my feet at the edge of the bar  

kelli-: heel pounding the beat  

Al_dente_: OOO  kelli..... 

James40plus3: what a tune 

James40plus3: dang some good spinning there DJ 

kelli-: leaning back  

dirtyrpgirl: grins, thankya james...... 

kelli-: thrusting my hips left and right 

Al_dente_: watching kelli's body sway to the beat 



kelli-: leaning way back 

RocketManFL: hey Dirty, ty you spinning fool 

James40plus3: admires kelli's flexability 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles..your quite welcum rocket 

kelli-: rolls over on my hands and back to my feet .. breaking into a wild dance 

kelli-: down the bar 

RocketManFL: winks @ Dirty 

kelli-: jumps up on the pole and swings  

Al_dente_: kellis wild dancing ... quite a sight 

kelli-: legs wrap around the cold metal  

kelli-: swing around and around 

Al_dente_: dammm that pole.. 

kelli-: lets go of the pole 

kelli-: spins upside down  

kelli-: unbuttoning the wrap and tossing it 

greygriffin20: woohoo 

kelli-: grabs the pole behing my back and swings 

RocketManFL: shifts as pole is grabbed 

kelli-: giggles at the new tune 

Al_dente_: <notes that breasts don't look the same when upside down... 

kelli-: pulls the pole close to my body 

kelli-: holds it tight 

D r a z: watches the vibrations  in kelli  

kelli-: legs wrapped 

RocketManFL: damn lucky pole 

kelli-: hips humping the pole to the beat 

kelli-: grrrriiinnnnddddd 

kelli-: close my eyes...  

kelli-: head drops back  

RocketManFL: woah, so hot 

kelli-: hump hump hump hump to the beat 

kelli-: holds the pole with my hands .. legs wrapped.. leans back 

kelli-: rocks the pole to the beat 

kelli-: hard 

Al_dente_: woo hoo... 

RocketManFL: << sweat beads on forehead 

kelli-: feel the pole vibrate  

kelli-: mmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: huge grin 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles 

kelli-: slips down the pole 

D r a z: good good vibrations 

kelli-: to the floor 

dirtyrpgirl: those good vibrations?...lol 



Al_dente_: sheesh draz has had a vibrating mechanism fitted to the pole mounts,... 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to Draz 

RocketManFL: all kinds of poles vibratin 

kelli-: spins on the way down 

kelli-: smiles at the guys 

kelli-: romancing the pole to the new beat 

kelli-: no stones here 

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: legs wrapped tight 

Al_dente_: lol dg 

Al_dente_: good look! 

kelli-: hands high on the pole 

RocketManFL: << thinking about lgs, head wra... oh nm 

kelli-: body crushed against the cool metal 

kelli-: hips thrusting against the pole 

kelli-: crushing rockeys ears...  

D r a z: smiles watching kelli crish  the pole 

kelli-: with loud music.. that is 

RocketManFL: mmmm hears the 

kelli-: spins on the pole 

Al_dente_: lol 

kelli-: backs up against it 

kelli-: hands over my head around the pole ..  

kelli-: looks over my shoulder 

kelli-: and winks  

RocketManFL: watched kelli intently 

RocketManFL: winks back 

Al_dente_: admires the curves as kelli stretches up 

kelli-: slowly stretches out as tall as it gets 

kelli-: crush my ass against the pole  

kelli-: eyes close 

kelli-: head back  

Al_dente_: eyes wide open here... 

kelli-: hair falls down 

greygriffin20:    

kelli-: body stretched out tight 

dirtyrpgirl: sways in the booth............rubbing my hands up and down my long body as i 

watch the room 

kelli-: tiny little black thong tight on my body 

RocketManFL: daaang head on swivel 

D r a z: smiles watching overat the girls  

RocketManFL: kelli dirty kelli dirty.............. 

kelli-: two tips poking long from the tight thin bandeau bra 



kelli-: slinks down the pole  

kelli-: rolls onto my back on the floor 

kelli-: hands move over my sking 

RocketManFL: hmmmmmm 

RocketManFL: daum kelli 

kelli-: back of my head on the floor 

kelli-: back arched 

D r a z: woo hoo   

Al_dente_: that bra is not wide....   

kelli-: rolls onto my hands and knees .. watching the guys 

kelli-: waits for it 

D r a z: winks at kelli 

RocketManFL: woo hooooo 

Al_dente_: admires the curves of kellis ass as she is on her hands and knees 

kelli-: smiles at Draz and licks my lips 

kelli-: pushing up to my feet 

kelli-: prancing around the stage 

 

kelli-: body shimmies  

kelli-: hands move down my body  

dirtyrpgirl: spins and just shuffles my feet to the funky tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

kelli-: shuffle skip shuffle skip up the bar to the guys 

D r a z: smiles watching both    girls  

kelli-: stand with my feet apart .. hands out 

RocketManFL: watchign following kellis moves 

kelli-: body rockin  

Al_dente_: moves uncomfortably as Kelli gets near 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: legs left high as I fly to the beat of the B3  

kelli-: slowly turning 

kelli-: rolling my ass 

kelli-: leans forward  

Al_dente_: hmmmm nice ass 

kelli-: flexing my ass to the wild tune 

greygriffin20:    

Al_dente_: and there isn't much of that thong to be seen either... 

kelli-: legs straight .. back to you, bunns jumpin to the beat 

kelli-: straightens up and slowly turns as I dance 

Al_dente_: notices kevin got caught in the revolving door 

kelli-: hands on hips  

kelli-: heel pounding the beat 

kelli-: legs apart 

kelli-: upper body moving  



Al_dente_: eyes following the sexy outline on stage 

kelli-: a little bounce for each ounce 

RocketManFL: mentally willig thing to move aside 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: hands move slowly up  

Al_dente_: we live in hope of a wardrobe malfunction rocket... 

kelli-: across my tummie 

RocketManFL: in deed al 

kelli-: up under my bouncy little boobs 

Al_dente_: <imagines caressing that tummy 

dirtyrpgirl: looking at the playlist..and just shrugs as i dance in the 

booth.................bending at my hips and swaying my ass as i hold onto the table 

kelli-: rolls the bandeau into a strip 

Al_dente_: ohhhh 

RocketManFL: oh my 

kelli-: moves hands high 

kelli-: hips move in circles 

kelli-: smiles down at the guys 

D r a z: grins watching  kelli   

kelli-: fingers move from  the sides of my boobs  

greygriffin20: *winks back* 

kelli-: to the pointy tips  

kelli-: circles  

kelli-: round and round 

RocketManFL: round n round 

kelli-: gives the boys a surprised look 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: legs straight  

Al_dente_: eyes following the hands 

D r a z: thats herjob Al 

kelli-: leaning forward at the waist 

kelli-: hands against my skin 

dirtyrpgirl: standing back up..............flipping my hair back outa my face as i slide to the 

left and spin............clapping my hands to the beat, looking out the booths window 

kelli-: down to my thong 

kelli-: rolls my hips 

kelli-: turns back to you 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder  

kelli-: fingers move around under the waist band 

greygriffin20: *taps foot to the music as i watch on with a smile* 

RocketManFL: looks over to Dirty... 

RocketManFL: winks smiles 

kelli-: smiles as the song winds down 

dirtyrpgirl: winks and smiles to rocket 



kelli-: shaking my ass as the music goes crazy 

D r a z: watches the shaking  ass  

kelli-: turns to profile  

kelli-: hands high clapping 

dirtyrpgirl: tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

Al_dente_: hmmmm loves the moving curves 

kelli-: taps my toe 

kelli-: plays air guitar 

kelli-: leans back 

kelli-: stops 

dirtyrpgirl: ohhhhhhhhhh ruby.......................dot take your love to town........................ 

kelli-: plays 

dirtyrpgirl: dont^ 

D r a z: smiles  at kelli strumming  

RocketManFL: or anywhere else 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

RocketManFL: smiling at kelli 

kelli-: swaying back and forth  

dirtyrpgirl: and then wants and the needs of a woman your age, ruby i realize........ 

dirtyrpgirl: dont take your love to town............. 

kelli-: not much covered as I sway  

dirtyrpgirl: shaks my hiney to the beat.................. 

RocketManFL: heeeeere we goooooooooooooo 

RocketManFL: ty Dirty 

kelli-: shoulders sway back and forth 

kelli-: hair waves the opposite direction 

RocketManFL: balck velvet! 

kelli-: plants feet at the edge of the bar 

kelli-: feet apart  

kelli-: swaying 

kelli-: hands playing at my waist 

RocketManFL: clapping to beat 

kelli-: fingertips tuck under the waist band 

RocketManFL: go girl 

kelli-: watching the boys  

kelli-: even the quiet ones 

D r a z: smiles looking up at kelli  

kelli-: slowly rolls the waist band  

kelli-: hips roll 

RocketManFL: <<< wanting to be a waist band 

kelli-: thrusting hips left left right right 

greygriffin20: *smiles up at kelli* 

kelli-: body sways harder 

kelli-: leans back 



kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: body stretching  

kelli-: slowly leaning back 

RocketManFL: << just high 

RocketManFL: whew 

RocketManFL: intoxicating 

kelli-: farther 

kelli-: farther 

kelli-: head touching bar behind me 

RocketManFL: go go go 

kelli-: hips thrust up 

greygriffin20:    

RocketManFL: slapping baet out on bar 

D r a z:  woo hoo  kelli    

kelli-: slowly sink to the bar 

kelli-: push back up onto my knees  

D r a z:  stands and appplauds ......... ........bravio bravo  kelli 

kelli-: pop up to my feet 

RocketManFL: whoop whoop  

kelli-: walks toward Draz 

RocketManFL: clapping wildly 

greygriffin20:    

D r a z:   stands at the side of the bar and holds out a LAB robe  

kelli-: smiles... thank you guys 

greygriffin20: thank you 

dirtyrpgirl: that was great kelli !!!...smiles 

kelli-: no wonder lonesome is so lonesome 

RocketManFL: awwwwwwwwesome! 

kelli-: push my hands in the robe  

kelli-: thanks Draz 

kelli-: smiles .. thumbs up to DG!!!!! 

kelli-: blows a kiss 

RocketManFL: HMMMM imagines puhshin his hand in... ooo bette rnot 

D r a z: ties  the belt round kelli  

greygriffin20: tis true good music 

kelli-: leans back 

RocketManFL: bang bang Kelli 

kelli-: as Draz ties the robe 

RocketManFL: winks 

kelli-: boom boom 

kelli-: LAFFS 



RocketManFL: chuckles 

 

 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

badfish1234: bad, looks up 

kelli-: spins around  

D r a z: its gonna be hellova show 

kelli-: hair flys out 

kelli-: ass rocking to the beat 

kelli-: strutts down the bar 

Gabriela92: we may have to enforce LAB Sharia law on Badfish; LOL 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: clapping out the beat 

bleedingheart26: lol sasha.. ! 

kelli-: body moving every direction at the same time 

kelli-: hair flying 

badfish1234: i guesss 

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: leans back 

kelli-: left foot stomping out the beat 

bleedingheart26: how's ur finals gabi..? smiles.. mine is just officially over.. : D 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: hips rocking out the music 

Gabriela92: last test was Tuesday, and I finished my last project last night and turned it 

in this morning. 

kelli-: yeaahhyyy Gab  

Sasha_J79: woohoooo!  

kelli-: shakes my finger at bad  

badfish1234: ty, kelli 

bleedingheart26: yayyyy..!  

kelli-: in time to the music 

badfish1234: of course 

Sasha_J79: *orders Gabri a celebratory drink* 

kelli-: legs moving to the music 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

D r a z: smiles looking up at  kelli as she dances along the bar  

kelli-: leans back with a make believe mic 

kelli-: body swaying  

kelli-: hips thrusting left left right right 

kelli-: down on all four 

badfish1234: um 

kelli-: crawls over to Gab 



D r a z:  smiles watching kelli crawling and shaking that ass  

kelli-: lays out on the bar 

Gabriela92: woooo, hooo! shimmies my shoulders at the approaching dancer. 

kelli-: rolls onto my back  

kelli-: hips thrusting up to the beat 

kelli-: snapping my fingers  

kelli-: feet on the bar 

kelli-: slowly rising .. feet and shoulders on the bar 

kelli-: the little tank rising up my body 

Gabriela92: mmmm 

kelli-: hands over my head .. flipping up to my feet 

kelli-: strutting down the bar  

thoughtful_john: thats quite a visual 

Sasha_J79: Hi Jill *hugs* 

kelli-: stops in front of the boys 

Gabriela92: you have no idea, John! LOL 

kelli-: plants my feet on the edge of the bar 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: pulls my hair back .. hands inback of my head 

kelli-: hips thrust to the music 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: leans back .. the skin tight yoga shorts .. tighter 

kelli-: leans way back  

D r a z: smiles watching  kelli as she  thrusts 

kelli-: hands on the bar .. flips up to my hands and back to my feet 

kelli-: strutts down the bar 

bleedingheart26: smiles*  sits back in my chair.. eyes on the sexy dancer...  

kelli-: extra thrust to my hips and ass 

kelli-: stops infront of Gab and heart 

thoughtful_john: love me some yoga shorts on a nice body like that 

kelli-: smiles as the new song starts 

kelli-: hips sway  

kelli-: hands move down my body 

bleedingheart26: grins* wowwws to her graceful moves .  

kelli-: over my hips 

kelli-: down my thighs  

kelli-: slowly back up the inner thighs 

kelli-: watching Gabs eyes 

bleedingheart26: come sit with us jill.. smiles* 

kelli-: hands reach the tip of my legs and move slowly making a heart shape around the 

camel toe 

kelli-: top 

Gabriela92: lets my eyes drift slowly up and down Kelli's form... 

thoughtful_john: good gawd 



kelli-: tongue lick my lips 

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: lifts legs high to the new beat 

thoughtful_john: glad i'm not old enough for a heart attack 

kelli-: strutts back up the bar to the boys 

kelli-: stops and slowly turns infront of them 

D r a z: winks upat kelli as she moves  to beat  

kelli-: hips and ass moving in circles to the beat 

kelli-: slowly turning my back to the boys 

kelli-: stops with my back to them, feet apart  

bleedingheart26: laughs* at john...  

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles to the beat  

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: leans forward more 

D r a z: watching the tiny  butt as kelli flexes 

thoughtful_john: she's hot, bleeding. just saying. 

kelli-: until  I peek between my legs and wave to John .. grins 

bleedingheart26: smiles* yes.  tis true john..  

kelli-: straightens up and looks back over my shoulder and winks 

kelli-: breaks into a slowish dance to the beat 

kelli-: hair flying  

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: clap out the beat 

kelli-: slowly turns toward the boys 

kelli-: hips circling  

kelli-: thrusting 

kelli-: hips double the beat in a thrusting motion 

kelli-: humping the air 

D r a z: grins watching kelli  

kelli-: head back  

kelli-: hands to my hips 

kelli-: eyes closed 

kelli-: head jerks  

kelli-: big grin  

thoughtful_john: sexy song 

kelli-: dances to the edge of the bar 

bleedingheart26: tuneee there draz.. 

kelli-: feet apart 

D r a z: sings a long with the song   ..............  

thoughtful_john: even sexier dancer 

kelli-: arms cross my body 

kelli-: rips off the tank top 

kelli-: swings it around in the air 



thoughtful_john: omg 

kelli-: the thin tight strapless bandeau bra skin tight  

Gabriela92: LOL, John... wait until Kelli gets warmed up! She'll boil your beer! 

thoughtful_john: i believe it 

kelli-: tosses my top to Gab and laughs @ boil your beer 

tigerzjill: hehehe  

bleedingheart26: whistles*  

kelli-: sits on the bar with Johns beer between my thighs 

Gabriela92: catches the tank top and lays it over my shoulder, flipping my hair over it to 

hold it in place 

kelli-: upper body working the beat 

kelli-: thrusting my body against the beer 

kelli-: didn't work Gab LAFFS 

thoughtful_john: not sure my hands should be on the glass with you doing that 

kelli-: slides the beer back to John 

kelli-: jumps up  

D r a z: wait tilljohn gets it in his hand  

D r a z:  the beer that is 

bleedingheart26: laughs* 

kelli-: looks at Draz .. points to myself... mouthing.. naughty little girl ???? 

kelli-: turns and does a moon walk down the bar 

thoughtful_john: sips it and finds it several degrees warmer 

D r a z: smiles  you know you are 

kelli-: stops and turns my back  

Gabriela92: he may need some ice for that glass, Draz; and his lips! 

kelli-: rocks my ass and hips  

D r a z: puts a tub of ice cubes on the bar 

kelli-: fingers pointing down moving under the waist band of the yoga shorts 

bleedingheart26: looks at drazs lil one on his shoulder as it waves @ kelli... lol 

kelli-: tugs it down and looks at the boys and winks 

thoughtful_john: wowowowowow 

kelli-: rolls the band and smiles 

bleedingheart26: ohhhh myyyyy...  

kelli-: hands high over my head  

Gabriela92: watches as the curves of Kelli's smooth ass come into view 

kelli-: rolls my hips 

kelli-: does a slow dance with the rolled down shorts holding tight 

kelli-: hands high ..  

kelli-: hips moving hard 

kelli-: stops at the edge of the bar  

kelli-: looking down at John 

thoughtful_john: damn thats hot 

kelli-: hands move down my skin 

kelli-: eyes narrow .. smiles 



kelli-: thumbs curl the band down one more roll  

thoughtful_john: oh my 

kelli-: slowly turns in a slinky dance 

D r a z: watches the slow turn   

kelli-: hands high .. strecthing my small, tight body 

kelli-: moves all the way around  

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: rocking 

Gabriela92: A penny for Thoughtful John's thoughts about kelli right now; hahahaha 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

kelli-: leans back  

bleedingheart26: lol gabi..  

tigerzjill: staring up at the beautiful kelli  

kelli-: arching my back high 

kelli-: leans back more 

tigerzjill: lol I bet I know what he is thinking  

kelli-: knees apart on the bar 

kelli-: leans allll the way back  

thoughtful_john: i'm thinking that i'd better not say what i'm thinking 

kelli-: until my head touches the bar 

bleedingheart26: asks draz for lab towel.. think john needs one..  

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat 

kelli-: pops up onto my knees 

kelli-: smiles at John 

D r a z: bravo  kelli   

kelli-: asks.. have you been into LAB before? 

D r a z:  applauds loudly .......greatdance  

Gabriela92: Super, Kelli!!! 

D r a z:  stands by the bar with a LAB  robe in my hands .........looking up at kelli  

kelli-: smiles thanks  

thoughtful_john: no i haven't but i like it 

tigerzjill: woohoo claps for Kelli  

thoughtful_john: love the music and dancing 

Sasha_J79: *applauds Kelli* 

kelli-: leans over the edge of the bar... that was your welcome to LAB dance... slowly 

kisssss your lips  

bleedingheart26: stands and applauds.. great dance as always kelli.. smiles* 

kelli-: smiles.  

thoughtful_john: that was really sexy, kelli 

kelli-: jumps off the bar and slips my arms into the waiting robe 

D r a z: ties the belt round kelli's waist 

thoughtful_john: and thank you for the kiss 

kelli-: leans back .. thanks Draz .. and looks up over my shoulder at the big guy 



D r a z: `winks at kelli ......  my pleasure 

 

 

kelli-: climbs up on webs table in my night shirt that I'm still wearing and sways to the 

music 

websterace3: Watches Kelli wooo hooo 

kelli-: shoulders moving left and right to the music 

scarlett2angel: whistlessssssss and jumps onto the bar  

websterace3: Checks out Kellis legs mmm nice 

kelli-: slowly turns.. my hips thrusting left left right right  

websterace3: Wooo hooo 

websterace3: Sits on my hands 

kelli-: shakes my ass at web to  the rhythm 

websterace3: Mmmmmm smiles 

kelli-: looks over my should and winks .. giggle 

websterace3: Winks up at Kelli wooo hooo 

websterace3: Weeeeeeeeee 

kelli-: arms out from my body, head rockin to the new beat 

kelli-: hair flying 

websterace3: Sucks on a ice cube 

kelli-: body shimmy shakin to the hard beat 

websterace3: Keeps my eyes glued on Kelli 

kelli-: obviously no bra 

websterace3: Mmmmmmm hot hot hot hot 

kelli-: rolls my hips 

websterace3: My ice is melting fast 

kelli-: arms up  

websterace3: Licks my lips 

kelli-: tee shirt riding high on my thighs 

websterace3: Mmmmmmmmmmm lovely thighs 

kelli-: slows as the music changes 

kelli-: smiles over @ Draz  

websterace3: Leans back to take it all in 

kelli-: swirls the little tee shirt as I spin 

D r a z: smiles at kelli  as i busy in the dj booth 

websterace3: Mmmmmmmm 

kelli-: backs up to the edge of the table infront of web 

websterace3: Watches the tee shirt slides up 

websterace3: Looks up at Keeli cute ass mmmm 

kennyw_3: hey kelli  

kelli-: shakes it 

websterace3: Kelli 



websterace3: Woooo hooo 

kelli-: left heel picking up the new beat 

websterace3: Nice 

kelli-: shakin my ass to the music 

websterace3: My body sways to the beat 

kelli-: smiles @ web  

websterace3: Keeps my eyes on her ass 

kelli-: rolls my hips 

D r a z:  looksover to scarlett ...........  

kelli-: slowly turns toward web 

websterace3: Looks up into her eyes 

kelli-: dancing right infront of him 

kelli-: licks my lips.. staring at him 

websterace3: Takes a deep breath mmmmmmmmm 

websterace3: Ohhhh myyyyy 

kelli-: plants my feet on the table 

kelli-: slowly moves the hem of my tee shirt up  

websterace3: Starts to sweat 

scarlett2angel: smiles at draz  

websterace3: Ohhh yeaaaa 

scarlett2angel: turns the lights down its getting hot 

kelli-: higher 

websterace3: Watches the shirt move up 

kelli-: higher 

websterace3: It sure is Scarlett 

kelli-: watching web watch me 

websterace3: Ohhhh yes very hot 

kelli-: taps toe to the slower beat 

websterace3: Licks my lips 

kelli-: pulls up the tee shirt and ties it just under my boobs 

websterace3: Heart beating faster 

websterace3: Ohhhhh yesssssss 

kelli-: tiny pink thong moving close to webs nose 

scarlett2angel: behave web 

websterace3: Mmmmmmmmmm moanssss 

kelli-: smiles at scarlett.. he does  

websterace3: I am sitting on my hands 

scarlett2angel: we all know what pink does to you 

kelli-: carefully places one foot on webs shoulder  

websterace3: But all my ice has melted 

websterace3: Looks at her foot 

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat 

websterace3: Then my eyes slide up her leg 

kelli-: smiles down at web 



websterace3: Watches her hips move 

kelli-: turns and puts both feet on the table 

scarlett2angel: smiles at keli..i feel for web after what i just saw  

kelli-: hands move up my body 

websterace3: Going to need a ice bath lol 

kelli-: hips grind to the slow beat 

websterace3: Ohhh yessssssss 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: flexes my ass muscles to the slow beat 

kelli-: hands move up the insides of my thighs 

websterace3: Watches her ass mmmmmm 

websterace3: Smiles at Scarlett 

kelli-: watching web from between my legs 

websterace3: Your right Scarlettt 

kelli-: feet apart 

websterace3: So hot here steam is comeing off me 

scarlett2angel: smiles back and lets my eyes move with kellis hips  

kelli-: winks at web 

websterace3: Winks back  

kelli-: straightens up 

websterace3: As my heart beats faster 

kelli-: slowly rolls my hips to the slow beat 

websterace3: Dammm 

kelli-: turns slowly to profile  

websterace3: Hands are shakeing 

kelli-: head bobs to the beat 

websterace3: Good thing I didn't take any blue pills today 

scarlett2angel: draz can i get that water now 

kelli-: slowly turning toward web 

websterace3: Watches 

D r a z: passes scarlett the cold water   

kelli-: standing over him on the table with my feet apart 

scarlett2angel: ty downs half of it in one swallow 

websterace3: Looks up her hot body 

kelli-: slowly moves my hands up my skin 

kelli-: left heel tapping the beat on the table 

websterace3: Ohhhhh yea 

scarlett2angel: winks an lets the rest slowly drip down between my breasts soaking it up 

with my white top aqnd black bra 

kelli-: hands continue high over my head 

websterace3: I have sure missed You 

kelli-: leans back and thrusts my hips  

scarlett2angel: winks at kelli and web,,can i get another one draz? 

websterace3: Ohhhhhhhhhhh 



kelli-: the tiny thong barely there 

D r a z: passes scarlett anouthe cold water 

websterace3: Looks at Scarlett  

kelli-: rolls my hips to the new tune 

websterace3: Licks my lips 

kelli-: hands on my hips 

kelli-: thrusting left left right right 

websterace3: Peeks at her thong mmmmmm 

scarlett2angel: ty leans over the bar an kisses the tender as  my black panties show from 

under my skirt as it slides up  

websterace3: Ohhhhhh so hot in here 

kelli-: pink barely covering the pink 

D r a z: smies under the kiss from scarlett 

kelli-: slowly turns .. slow slinky moves 

scarlett2angel: wiggles on the bar and slides back onto my feet 

suzzane_2: wassup gorgeus 

kelli-: knees bent 

websterace3: Yes pink is so lovely 

scarlett2angel: ask web...smiles he is having a hard time over there 

kelli-: slowly turning .. letting you see every part of me that is exposed as I move right 

infront of you 

kelli-: turns toward you  

kelli-: drops to my knees 

websterace3: Eyes glue to Kelli body 

kelli-: slowly leans back  

kelli-: hips thrusting 

websterace3: Mmmmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: leans back farther 

kelli-: my knees apart on the table 

websterace3: Watches 

websterace3: Tongue hanging out 

kelli-: my head touches the table behind me 

kelli-: collapse 

D r a z:  smiles  watching keli as she ends her dance,..   .............. bravo  kelli ........... great 

dance............stands and applauds 

websterace3: Ohhhhhhhh 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm now thats what i call a table dance 

websterace3: Almost slides under the table 

kelli-: pulls back up to my knees 

kelli-: giggles at web 

kelli-: that was to welcome you home 

websterace3: Yes lovely dance ty Kelli 

websterace3: Guess I better stay away again wooo hooo 

kelli-: hands on your shoulders .. leaning over you with my hair falling over us 



scarlett2angel: gezzzzzzzzzzz 

kelli-: soft kiss on your lips 

websterace3: Mmmm kisses your cheek 

websterace3: Ty hun that was great 

scarlett2angel: i thought men where bad 

kelli-: glad to see you ..  

kelli-: web behaves himself.. somehow 

kelli-: giggles 

websterace3: I am very happy to see you Kelli 

scarlett2angel: wtg web you did great 

 

kelli-: jumps down onto the floor and shakes my ass at draz 

D r a z: smiles seeing the ass shake ........   

kelli-: hips popping left left right right 

kelli-: winks over my shoulder 

garrett523: *enjoys the little show* 

kelli-: waves 

kelli-: bends my knees and does a slinky S move with my hands over my head 

kelli-: hands move down my body  

garrett523: *smiles at the lovely lady as she moves* 

kelli-: movin to the sexaphone 

kelli-: jumps up on my chair 

bleedingheart26: chuckles @sexaphone.. hmmm 

kelli-: feet on the arms  

kelli-: the little wrap skirt .. mid thigh high and the tight tank moving with me 

garrett523: lol 

garrett523: *eyes following the beauty* 

kelli-: jumps over to the bar 

greygriffin20:    

kelli-: moves up the bar in a slow tempo walk 

kelli-: left thrust right thrust 

kelli-: spins and swirl the skirt 

garrett523: *moves his arms from the bar so the lady can walk* 

kelli-: dances up to the edge infront of garrett and gg 

kelli-: feet apart on the edge of the bar 

garrett523: *smiles up to her...* looking lovely as always kelli 

greygriffin20:    

kelli-: hands move high 

kelli-: hips swirling in circles to the tune 

kelli-: leans back .. air guitar 

kelli-: left heel pounding the beat on the bar 

kelli-: hands sweep down my body 



garrett523: *continues to watch with a smile 

kelli-: smiles down at garrett and the quiet gg 

greygriffin20: *winks at lovely kelli* 

kelli-: giggles at his man sized pre dick a ment 

kelli-: stomps out the beat 

garrett523: lol kelli 

longhairedguy_23: hello Gabriela 

kelli-: spins  

kelli-: flairs the skirt high 

kelli-: spins back  

greygriffin20: *tilts head* 

garrett523: *peeks... with a smirk* 

kelli-: lands facing away from you 

kelli-: shakin my bootay to the song 

kelli-: hands move high 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: skirt bouncing  

garrett523: *shakes his head with a smile... gives a nice slow whistle* very nice 

kelli-: wiggles and moves around the bar 

kelli-: bend over 

kelli-: laffs 

kelli-: skirt rides up the back of my thighs 

garrett523: *smirks as he looks over her lovely body* 

kelli-: unhooks the button holding my wrap skirt as I skip to the pole 

kelli-: drops the skirt and jumps up on the pole  

garrett523: *leans back in his chair to watch the show as it  continues* 

kelli-: spinss twice 

greygriffin20:    

kelli-: the tiny black thong clinging to my body 

kelli-: tight tank sparkling in the lights 

kelli-: legs wrap the pole as I lean back  

garrett523:    

kelli-: holding on with one hand 

kelli-: legs wrap tight, lets go of the pole and leans out 

kelli-: lays out upside down  

bleedingheart26: sits next to gabi.. may I.. smiles* 

kelli-: arm catches the pole, legs let go and spins around the pole 

garrett523: *shakes his head in awe* 

Gabriela92: of course, Heart. 

greygriffin20: *tilts head to get a better angle* 

kelli-: holds the pole while the song changes 

bleedingheart26: smiless* thank you...  

kelli-: shimmies up  



kelli-: legs wrap tightly 

kelli-: peeks around the pole, hands above me on the pole 

kelli-: watching the boys what me 

garrett523: *stretches in his chair as she keeps moving on the pole* 

kelli-: body splits the pole 

greygriffin20: doubts its just the boys 

kelli-: stretching up  

kelli-: thrusting hard against the pole to the beat 

garrett523: lol gg that's right... kelli is an amazing woman... she knows how to command 

attenion 

kelli-: leans back .. both hands on the pole 

kelli-: head leaning back  

kelli-: hair flying to the beat 

kelli-: arms wrap the pole hands holding tight 

kelli-: legs release 

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: legs come back around the pole 

kelli-: hands let go  

kelli-: hands upside down .. dancing to the beat 

kelli-: hands out 

kelli-: hair flying 

bleedingheart26: wowww..  

garrett523: Very nice... *his eyes not leaving the stage* 

kelli-: slips down the pole until my hands touch the floor 

kelli-: grind my ass against the pole 

kelli-: flips to my feet on the stage 

kelli-: walks with my knees bent 

garrett523: *smiles to the beautiful dancer* brava 

kelli-: arms out .. body shimmy 

kelli-: straightens up 

kelli-: breaks into a crazy dance 

kelli-: spins and swivels my hips 

garrett523: she's a maniac 

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: hands on my hips 

kelli-: strutt down the stage 

kelli-: turns and goes back 

kelli-: facing you.. feet apart .. hands cross infront of me 

kelli-: strips off the tank top in one motion 

kelli-: toss it in the air 

garrett523: *his pulse quickens* 

kelli-: thight tiny bandeau shows I love dancing  

kelli-: hands move slowly down my body 

kelli-: over my torso 



kelli-: waist  

kelli-: hips 

garrett523: *smiles as she moves* 

kelli-: down the front of my thighs 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: hands on my knees as the song ends 

kelli-: strutts up the stage  

kelli-: snaps fingers high then low then high to the beat 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: stops faceing away  

kelli-: feet apart .. leaning forward 

kelli-: hands move up my inner thighs 

garrett523: *walks over to a table closer to the stage for a better view* 

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles  

kelli-: hands reach the tops of my thighs 

bleedingheart26: oh my... 

kelli-: winks over my shoulders 

garrett523: *sits and leand back... smiles at her wink* 

kelli-: hands disappear infront of me.. the appear with my thumbs in the waist band at 

my sides 

kelli-: rolls the band once  

kelli-: throws my hands in the air and struts 

garrett523: *claps* 

kelli-: rocks my hips left and right 

kelli-: one hand on my tummie 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: holds on to my hiney 

kelli-: bouncing to the beat 

kelli-: strutts up the stage to the bar 

garrett523: *smiles watching her move* 

kelli-: swirls around .. plants feet .. facing away.. shakes my hiney 

kelli-: giggles .. holds on .. to my hiney 

garrett523: *shakes his head watching the lady with the perfect little body dance* 

kelli-: slips on my LAB robe 

garrett523: hello kristiann 

kristiann41: hi 

garrett523: very nice dance kelli *claps* brava... 

greygriffin20:    

kelli-: thank  you garrett and gg 

garrett523: no, thank you for sharing  *hugs* 

 

kelli-: wow.. you guys mind if I dance to this 

garrett523: dance away 



bleedingheart26: i wont mind at all...  

kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

greygriffin20: of course not 

kelli-: drops the robe 

bleedingheart26: how much more the guys.. 

bleedingheart26: wowww..  

kelli-: eyes close .. head drops back .. hips rotate 

kelli-: slowly turns 

garrett523: *smiles watching kelli move again* 

kelli-: one hand on my tummie  

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: head sways back and forth the the beat 

kelli-: hands move up the back of my legs 

garrett523: *his eyes glued on her hips as she moves them* 

kelli-: over my ass 

kelli-: up my sides 

kelli-: body swaying to the wonderful beat 

kelli-: hands continue up  

kelli-: over my head as I slowly turn toward you 

kelli-: eyes still closed 

kelli-: head swaying 

garrett523: *bites his lip* 

kelli-: leans forward .. flips my hair down  

kelli-: hands move up my body  

kelli-: up to my hips 

kelli-: head back  

garrett523: hey al 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

bleedingheart26: oh my...  

kelli-: to the heavy breathing 

bleedingheart26: hello al.. hugss 

kelli-: smiles..  

garrett523: *returns her smile* 

garrett523: lovely yet again 

kelli-: I have to dance for al  

kelli-: he rarely gets to see me dance 

kelli-: hips thrust left left right right 

kelli-: naughty little girl plays air guitar 

Al_dente_: lol 

Al_dente_:  but I like it when I do! 

kelli-: stomps out beat 

kelli-: been dancing a while al ..  

garrett523:  



Al_dente_: not sure which is better,, the naughty girl or the air guitar performance 

kelli-: never guess what I have on 

kelli-: leans back .. air guitar for al 

kelli-: can you tell him gg? 

kelli-: air guitar.. hips thrusting  

greygriffin20:  thin tight strapless bandeau bra and tiny thong, still rolled down once 

greygriffin20: robe on the floor 

kelli-: mmm hmmm 

kelli-: omg .. this is a strippers beat  

kelli-: hands up to my head 

Al_dente_: and I bet the baneau has a centre opening clasp... 

kelli-: points to the claps between my boobs 

kelli-: rolls my hips 

kelli-: runs my fingers in my hair 

garrett523: *his eyes watching her hips roll* 

kelli-: eyes close 

kelli-: head up  

kelli-: hips thrust hard to the beat 

kelli-: rolls hips 

kelli-: bends knees and thusting hard 

kelli-: feet apart on the edge of the bar 

Al_dente_: ooo those bending knees... 

kelli-: hips roll  

kelli-: drops on hand inback of me on the bar 

kelli-: then the other 

kelli-: head back 

Al_dente_: yikes... nice view from here! 

kelli-: hair brushing the bar 

Al_dente_: you are right... not much to that thong 

kelli-: kicks up to a brief hands stand and over onto my feet  

kelli-: dancing provocatively 

kelli-: hands to my hips 

kelli-: down  

Al_dente_: watches Kelli's eyes... 

kelli-: fingers form a heart 

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: great music 

garrett523: lovely 

bleedingheart26: wowwww...  

kelli-: does a version of the magarena 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: my back  

kelli-: the bandeau losens 

Al_dente_: shifts in seat... 



garrett523:    

kelli-: flips it up around my neck  

greygriffin20:    

kelli-: hips move to the beat 

bleedingheart26: hello myw.... 

kelli-: hands cup my boobs as i slowlly turn toward you 

Al_dente_: nice hip moves...  h or n... 

bleedingheart26: oh my goodnessss..  

garrett523: *his eyes fixed on her* 

kelli-: turns my back and hooks up .. picks up the robe and slips it on 

greygriffin20:    

garrett523: *claps for kelli* lovely dance again 

greygriffin20: thanks kelli 

Al_dente_: Helps Kelli down from the bar.... 

Al_dente_: plants a small kiss on her cheek... 

kelli-: hugs al.. thanx 

Al_dente_: looking good as usual Kelli 

kelli-: smiles 

 

kelli-: jumps up and crawls down the bar to Draz 

kelli-: smiles up  

D r a z:  winks at kelli .......... hows it been ? 

kelli-: lays out on my side .. staring at the internets best bartender 

kelli-: hawt Draz .. smiles 

kelli-: turns toward al .. the robe falling open to m y hip 

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: we had a good time Draz 

kelli-: pops up to my feet 

D r a z: thats the main thing  

kelli-: praning down the bar, swishing the robe left and right 

kelli-: prancing 

Al_dente_: nice glimpses under the robe.... 

kelli-: unties the robe .. drops it off my shoulders 

mywhore: better gets some bills for kelli huh  

kelli-: swirls around 

bleedingheart26: hnmm.. nice... 

kelli-: drops it down to the bar 

kelli-: shakes my ass at Al 

Al_dente_: hmmmm nice ass... 

Al_dente_: and a sexy shake too... 

kelli-: flexes my ass muscles to the new beat 

kelli-: leans forward .. legs apart and straight 

Al_dente_: I swear that thong has gotten thiiner... 



kelli-: stretching my legs tight 

kelli-: hands move up my inner thighs 

bleedingheart26: watches the sexy moves.. 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice legs... 

kelli-: around to my bunns 

kelli-: up to my hips 

kelli-: straightens up 

kelli-: rolls my hips 

mywhore: im diff watching her moves  

Al_dente_: watches hands glide across the smooth skin 

kelli-: up the front of my body 

kelli-: unclasps the bandeau 

kelli-: flips it around my neck  

Al_dente_: gulps... 

kelli-: cups my boobs and dances  

D r a z: wipes  the bar down ...watching  

kelli-: turning  

kelli-: rolls hips  

kelli-: thrusting to the beat 

Al_dente_: reaches out and offers Keli my hand... 

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: sticks out my tongue 

kelli-: LOL 

bleedingheart26: leans forward at heather.. whispers: wish we can dance together sometime.. 

smiles* 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: looking down at al  

kelli-: hips rotate as I slowly turn  

kelli-: looks over my shoulder and winks @ Draz 

Al_dente_: love the sexy moves.... 

kelli-: holding the little boobs tightly  

D r a z: winks back at kelli  

bleedingheart26: hmmm.. cool... err.. gezzz.. smiless* 

kelli-: smiles as I turn all the way toward Draz  

kelli-: profile to al  

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: shimmys 

kelli-: leans back thrusting 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: eyes close 

D r a z: smiles  up at  kelli as she moves to the beat  

kelli-: hair hanging down my back  

Al_dente_: loves the profile view.. 

kelli-: hips rotate  



kelli-: slowly strutts down the bar 

kelli-: extra SSS in strutt 

kelli-: moves to the stage  

kelli-: strutts over to the pole 

kelli-: pulls the bandeau off my shoulders and waves it around to the music 

bleedingheart26: hmmm.. lucky pole that would be.. 

kelli-: legs open, flips the bandeau between my legs and catches it in the front 

Al_dente_: eyes drawn to the beautiful breasts 

mywhore: i wasthinking the samething heart  

kelli-: saws it back and forth  

D r a z: smiles at kelli as she oplays with the bandeau 

kelli-: moves to the pole 

kelli-: toss the bandeau  

kelli-: hugs the pole 

kelli-: one leg wrapping around the pole 

bleedingheart26: winks at heather....  

kelli-: rocking my hips against the pole slowly 

kelli-: hands move up .. pulling my nearly nude body against the cold metal 

kelli-: grinding  

kelli-: thrusting harder 

kelli-: rocking the pole 

kelli-: slow steady beat 

kelli-: eyes close 

kelli-: head back  

Al_dente_: hmmmm  looks great... 

kelli-: stops 

kelli-: climbs up the pole 

bleedingheart26: ohhh gawdness... eyes appreciating the dancer... hands.. appreciates 

thenearness of heather.. smiless* 

kelli-: swings around and around 

D r a z: shes a naughty little girl ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,she knows it 

Al_dente_: careful up there Kelli 

kelli-: one hand on the pole.. legs wrapped 

kelli-: thusting to the rhythm 

alexloveseverything: mmmm  

kelli-: holding on with my hands pushing back and pushing my legs up .. rewrapping the 

pole 

kelli-: lets go with my hands and hangs upside down from my legs 

Al_dente_: checks passport to see if I'm a pole... 

kelli-: body dancing to the beat 

kelli-: snapping mmy fingers 

kelli-: arching my back  

kelli-: humping the pole  

kelli-: crushing my butt against the pole 



D r a z: smiles watching the  pole getting a good buffing 

kelli-: pulls myself up and swings around and around by my arms around the pole  

mywhore: im jealous of the pole lol  

kelli-: slowly slips down  

D r a z: last tune of  the night coming up  .............  

kelli-: hugs the pole as my feet land on the floor 

D r a z: watches kelli  as  the beat invades her 

kelli-: positions myself inback of the pole as if to hide  

kelli-: peeks around the pole  

D r a z: smiles at the peeker  

Al_dente_: boo! 

kelli-: slips the thong seductivly down my legs from behind the pole 

kelli-: watching you watch me 

Al_dente_: hmmmmm 

kelli-: kicks the thong off my foot 

kelli-: hands move up the pole  

kelli-: keeping the pole straight up the middle of my body 

kelli-: hands holding the pole over my head 

kelli-: one legs rising and wrapping around it 

Al_dente_: trys to move sideways..... 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

kelli-: the other legs rising  

kelli-: humping 

kelli-: sliding down the pole 

kelli-: to the floor 

D r a z: watches the rythmic thrusts of the hips ........ 

kelli-: legs wrapped tight 

kelli-: pole centered.. ass on floor 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: lays back  

D r a z: smilesstands by the stage with a LAB robe held open for kelli  

D r a z: winks at kelli 

bleedingheart26: wowwwww... just wowwww..  

kelli-: gets up off the floor and walks to draz 

kelli-: turns my back to Draz and slips my arms in the robe 

D r a z:  Bravo ....kelli great  dancing ........wraps the robe   round kelli and ties the belt 

kelli-: leans back into Draz 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice brief teasing view 

kelli-: smiles at Al  

D r a z: kisses kelli's cheek ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.great dancing ........you sexy thing  

Al_dente_: stays seated and applauds.. 

kelli-: kisss your mouth .. thank you  

kelli-: g'nite you two girls.. where ever you are LMAO 

D r a z:   hope you all come back to do it all again tomorrow  



mywhore: sitting here in awe  

kelli-: glad you enjoyed it 

mywhore: oh yes i did  

 


